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ABSTRACT 
   The research was taken based on fact that most of students SMP N 5 
Padangsidimpuan in pronouncing vowels are incorrectly. Many students had 
difficulties in pronouncing words. The researcher wanted to analyze the students’ 
ability in pronunciation at grade VII SMP N 5 Padangsidimpuan. The objectives of 
the research were too describe students’ ability in words pronunciation at grade VII 
SMP N 5 Padangsidimpuan, to found the students’ difficulties in words pronunciation 
at grade VII SMP N 5 Padangsidimpuan, to know the teachers’ solution to overcome 
students’ difficulties in words pronunciation at grade VII SMP Negeri 5 
Padangsidimpuan 
   The research used Descriptive Qualitative Methods. The data taken from test, 
the technique of the collecting data with the test as followed, the researcher gave the 
test to students to pronounce some word and record the process then the researcher 
described words by transcribing the recording pronunciation.Beside the test, the 
researcher took the data from interview. 
   The result was found that students’ ability in pronunciation at grade VII SMP 
N 5 Padangsidimpuan was enough score 44.38%. The students faced difficulties or 
dominant of in pronouncing short vowel [ᴅ], [ᴧ], and long vowel [ɑ:], [ə:], diphthong 
[ᴅi], [ᴅu],[əu], tripthong they are: [ᴅiə], [əuə], [ᴅəu]. The reason the students 
difficulties were the students confused to differ vowels, less in practice about 
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A. The Background  of the Problem  
Language is the expression of human communication though with 
knowledge, belief and behavior that can be experience, be explained and be 
shared. This sharing is based on systematic. Language can expression by use 
sings, sound, gesture or marks that convey understand meanings within a 
group of community.  
English language is used in globalization and the free trade markets 
have made English extremely important because there is no other language 
that has wide-spread use trough the world. It is inevitable that Indonesia, as a 
developing country, is in need of the English as information concerning 
advance technology and science is conveyed. So that, every country want the 
country always bloom and good relate in international area. Base on statement 
above, every country want the next generation can speak English with good 
and fluency becausethat is international language. So that, many countries 
have been English language as a matter in school, such as Indonesian. 
In Indonesia, English is acknowledged as a foreign language. It 
become in obligation subject that must be learnt by students from junior 
school level up to university level. Students will learn language competence. 





the for skills are divided in two kinds they are: receptive competence and 
productive competence. In receptive competence (language they can 
understand) there are: listening and reading, where as in productive 
competence (language they can produce)there are: writing and speaking. 
Pronunciation is a set of habits of producing sounds. The habit of 
producing a sound is acquired by repeating it over and over again and by 
being corrected when it is pronounced wrongly. Having good pronunciation 
skills is an important part of every ESL (English Second language) students’ 
ability to communicate in English. Abbas Pourhossein Gilakjani said that 
“with good pronunciation, a speaker is intelligible despite other errors, but 
with poor pronunciation, understanding a speaker will be very difficult despite 
accuracy in other areas”.
1
So the speakers have good pronunciation. We must 
know letters and how we produce it, because write and pronounce is different. 
To get good pronunciation and fluency in speech we must know how 
we produce consonant and vowels. In pronouncing normally not same with 
other people because English for people may as a native speaker which means 
that you speak English as your mother tongue and non-native speaker using 
English as your second language, or a learner of English as a foreign 
language. If you are an English native speaker, you will likely to discover 
                                                          
1
Abbas Pourhossein Gilakjani, English Language Department (Iran: Islamic Azad University, 





much about your mother tongue of which you are previously unaware. If you 
are non native speaker it will also assist in improving your pronunciation and 
listening. So that, their speech will be understand able to the listeners.  
There are many pronunciation categories that must be learned by 
students. For example: phonetic, vowels, syllable, stress and intonation. But, 
the most important category of pronunciation is vowels. The following 
illustration will present some significance to learn vowels for their life. 
The first, vowels are used to know how the sound is coming out from 
our mouth so that produces English well. The second, by learning vowels 
definitely we will be able to pronounce English well in daily conversation. 
Finally, we can examine our part of speech for more accustom by English 
style.  
Based on statement above, many people and also students are difficult 
to get good pronounce, the problem in pronouncing English one of is 
pronounce vowel because there are variations for English vowels. Researcher 
knows in English wrong in pronounce also wrong in meaning. So, speaker can 
fluent communication with other must mastery pronunciation. Based on 
statement above the researcher wants to research about “An Analysis of 






B. The Focus of the Problem  
Based on the abovebackground of the problem, here the researcher 
focuses the problem of the research on analysis of students’ ability in 
pronunciation for, short vowels, long vowels, diphthongs, tripthongs, and 
consonants at grade VII students of SMP Negeri 5 Padangsidimpuan. 
C. The Definition of Terminologies 
The terms use in this research is as follows: 
1. Analysis  
 Hornby said, the analysis is “The study of something by 
examining its part and relationship”.
2
While Indonesian Dictionary 
state on“analisis adalah penyelidikan terhadap suatu peristiwa 
untuk  mengetahui keadaan yang sebenarnya.
3
 From the definition 
above, it same meaning in English analysis is the study about 
something to find out the real situation. So that, based on above 
definition, the researcher conclude that analysis is analysis that will 
do a researcher to fine condition, even, in the location that is planned 
by a researcher. In analysis there is no manipulation, but by doing 
analysis for finding the real situation. 
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AS. Hornby, oxford advanced learner’s dictionary (New York: oxford press, 1995), p. 38.   
3
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Students are personthat is studying at a college or university, 
person studying at secondary school.
4
 Whereas Sadirman said that 
students is a component who take places in central position in the 
learning process.
5
 Students or learner is any persons who carry out 
education activities.
6
 So that, based on above definition, researcher 
concludes that a student is subject of learning who takes place in 
central position in the learning process.  
3. Ability  
Ability is physical, mental or legal to perform (he/ she have 
ability to accomplish whatever he set his mind to).
7
So, the ability is   
means the power of students in learning process. 
4. Pronunciation  
Hornby said that “the way in which a language is spoken: a 
student’s guide to English pronunciation”.
8
 Pronunciation is so 
close that a dictionary need only spell a word correctly to indicate 
its pronunciation. So, based on above definition researcher 
                                                          
4
As. Hornby, Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary of Current English (New York: Oxford 
Press, 1974), p. 859. 
5
Sardiman, Interaksi dan Motivasi Belajar Mengajar (Jakarta: PT. Raja GrafindoPersada, 
2011), p. 111. 
6
SyaifulBahri,Guru dan Anak Didik Dalam Interaksi Edukatif, (Jakarta: Rineka Cipta,2002), 
p. 51 
7
A Marriam Webster, Webster’s Collegial Thesaums (USA: Massa Chusett, 1976), p. 33  
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concludes that pronunciation is the way to speak English, and it 
usually we find in dictionary before meaning of the word. 
D. The Formulation of the Problem  
Based on the above background and focus of the problem, researcher 
formulates the problem of the research as follows: 
1. How is students’ ability in words pronunciation at grade VII SMP Negeri 5 
Padangsidimpuan? 
2. What are students’ difficulties in words pronunciationat grade VII SMP 
Negeri 5 Padangsidimpuan? 
3. What are teachers’ solutions to overcome students’difficulties in words 
pronunciation at grade VII SMP Negeri 5 Padangsidimpuan? 
E. The Objectives of the Research  
 Based on above question, the objective of the research as the follows: 
1. To describe students’ ability in words pronunciation at grade VII SMP 
Negeri 5 Padangsidimpuan. 
2. To find students’ difficulties in words pronunciation at grade VII SMP 
Negeri 5 Padangsidimpuan. 
3. To know the teachers’ solution to overcome students’ difficulties in words 







F. The Significances of the Research  
The research is expected to be useful for: 
1. Headmaster of SMP Negeri 5 Padangsidimpuan, to encourage English 
teachers to teacher English for the best. 
2. English teacher of SMP Negeri5 Padangsidimpuan, touse the best method 
of teaching pronunciation.  
3. Students of SMP Negeri 5 Padangsidimpuan, to study hard more to 
improve their ability in pronunciation.  
4. Researchers, to do further same topic of the research. 
G. The Outlines of Thesis 
The systematic of this research is divided into five chapters. Each 
chapter consists of many sub chapters with detail as follow: 
Chapter one consists of  introduction, they are: consist of background 
of the problem, focus of the problem,  the definition of key term ;definition of 
key term included definitions about the title of research, formulation of the 
problem, objectives of the research, significant of the research, the outline 
thesis. 
Chapter two consists of theoretical study, they are: theoretical 
description: definition of pronunciation, the concept of pronunciation, the 
principles of pronunciation, the problem of pronunciation, the some steps for 
understanding pronunciation, the goals of the teaching pronunciation. Then 





Chapter three consists of the research methodology they are: place and 
schedule of the research, kinds and method of research, subject of the 
research, sources of data, technique of data collecting, technique of analysis 
data, technique of checking trustworthiness. 
Chapter four consists the result of the research, they are: general 
findings include of infrastructure, condition of the teachers, the population of 
the SMP Negeri 5 Padangsidimpuan, specific findings include of the 
description they students’ ability pronunciation at grade VII SMP Negeri 5 
Padangsidimpuan, the dominant difficulties of the students’ ability 
pronunciation at grade VII SMP Negeri 5 Padangsidimpuan, the reason of 
difficulties in pronunciation at grade VII SMP Negeri 5 Padangsidimpuan, 
discussion  and threats of the research. 
Chapter five consists of conclusion and suggestion, they are: 











A.  Pronunciation  
      1. Definition of Pronunciation  
There is some definition of pronunciation. This are pronunciation is a way 
in which a language or a particular word or sounds is spoken.
1
 Pronunciation 
also defined as the way in which a language is spoken. In addition, Echols and 
sadly defines “pronunciation” in Indonesia is (a) lafal, pelafalan, pengucapan, 
(b) cara mengucapkan, ucapan.
2
 This definition is similar with other definition. 
Those are still focused on people‟s way to produce a word or words in their 
utterance or spoken. Almost all English language teachers get students to study 
grammar and vocabulary practice functional dialogues, take part in productive 
skill activities and become competent in listening and reading. Pronunciation 
teaching not only makes students aware of different sounds and sounds features 
(and what these mean), but can also improve their speaking immeasurably.
3
 It is 
caused pronunciation is the important aspect in speaking English well. 
David Nunan said, pronunciation is a neglected skill in many classrooms, 
despite the obvious importance attached to it by learners. The major theoretical 
                                                          
1
A. P. Cowie, Oxford Learner’s Pocked Dictionary, New Edition, (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 2009), p. 429 
2
John M. Echols And Hasan Sadly, An English-Indonesian Dictionary, 2003 (Jakarta: Pt. 
Gramedia Pustaka Utama), p.251 
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shift which has occurred with development of communicative approaches to 
language teaching has been from segmental work to focus on supra-segmental 
features of rhythm, stress and intonation.
4
 Jack C. Richard said pronunciation is 
also known as phonology includes the role of individual sounds and sound 
segment, that is, features at the segment level, as well as supra-segmental 
features such as stress, rhythm and intonation.
5
 So pronunciation is very 
important in English, especially the way to speak English, communicate and 
usually we find in dictionary before meaning of the word.  
2. Sound of Pronunciation  
a) Vowel  
Vowels are making by voiced air passing through different mouth 
shape. The differences in the shape of the mouth are caused by different 
position of the tongue and of the lips.
6
 It is easy to see and to fell the lips 
differences, but it is difficult to see and to fell the tongue differences, and 
that is why detail description of the tongue position for a certain vowels does 
not really help us to pronounce it well.  
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David Nunan, Practical English Language Teaching (New York: McGraw Hill, 2003), p. 
112 
5
Jack C. Richard & Richard Schmidt, Dictionary of Language Teaching & Applied 
Linguistics Third Edition (Longman, Malaysia, 2002), p.429. 
6
 J. D O Connor, Better English Pronunciation, (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1980), 
p. 46.  
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Collin Beverley says that “vowels are sound formed with a structure of 
open approximation which acts as a syllable nucleus”.
7
Whereas, Hornby say 
that “vowels are a speech sound in which the mouth is open and the tongue 
is not touching the top of the mouth, the teeth, atc.
8
 So that, based on 
definition above the writer conclude that vowel is sound or voice is produced 
by open mouth or no stopping sound in the mouth and different position of 
tongue and lips. 
1) Vowel Chart 
 The chart of English vowels below arranges to vowels according to 
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Collin Beverley, atc. Al. Phonetic and Phonology, (London and New York: Roudledge , 
2008), p. 58 
8
AS. Hornby, Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary (New York: oxford press, 1995), p. 38. 
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     Vowel Cart 
High  
 i:    Central   u: 
Mid High  e o Back  
Front ε ə          ᴧ  ɔ: 
Mid Low ᴅ   
     æ  ɑ: 
  Low        
Figure I. Vowels chart 
  ɔ: = back mid low vowel 
  ᴅ = back mid low central vowel 
  o = back mid high vowel 
  u = back mid high central vowel 
  u: = back high vowel 
  ə = front central vowel 
  ᴧ = back central vowel
9
 
Based on above definition, the researcher conclude that there are 7 
back vowels they are: [ᴧ], [u], [u:], [o], [ᴅ], [ɔ:], [æ]. Then 6 in front vowel 
                                                          
9
Peter Roach, English Phonetics And Phonology A Practical Course Second Edition, 




they are:[i], [i:], [e], [ε],[ə], and central vowels there are two vowels they 
are: [ᴧ ], and [ə]. That is we see from the tongue position. And then see from 
the tongue height that there are 6 high vowels they are: [i:], [i], [e], [o], [u], 
[u:]. Then, there 7 mid vowels they are: [i], [e], [ε], [ɔ:], [ᴅ],[o], [u]. And low 
vowels there are:[æ], [ᴅ], [ɔ:], [ɑ:]. So that, the figure I help us as to put 
position of a vowels. 
b) The Kinds of the Vowels 
In vowels certainly have kinds that can make easy to comprehend 
about vowels. Kinds of vowels are categorized in to four categories, they are: 
short vowels, long vowels, diphthongs and tripthongs. They are discus in the 
following: 
1) Short Vowels 
`English has a large number of vowel sounds, the first ones to be 
examined are short vowels. Short vowels are only relatively short, as 
we shall see later; vowels can have quite different lengths in different 
contexts.
10
 So that, based on definition above, the researcher conclude 
the short vowels is simple vowels because this vowels from one latter.  
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Peter Roach, Op, Cit. p. 14. 
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These vowels shorter than other vowel: 
i = Front mid high central vowel [fit] 
e = Front mid high vowel  [men] 
ε = Front mid low central vowel [gεt] 
æ = Front low vowel   [mat] 
ᴅ = back mid low central vowel [copy] 
o = back mid high vowel  [void] 
u = back mid high central vowel [put] 
ə = Front central vowel  [ago] 
ᴧ = back central vowel  [cut] 
Based on the statement above, the researcher concludes the 
short vowels come from some variety vowels. Like [i], [e] come from 
high vowel but these vowels is not same. These varieties are front 
high central vowel, front mid high central vowel. Then, [ε], [æ] it 
come from low vowels but between these vowels is come from front 
mid low central vowel and back mid low vowel.  Next, the short 
vowels that come from mid high vowel that is [o], [u] these are come 
from back mid high vowel and back mid high central vowel. The last, 
[ə], [ᴧ] come from central vowels but have different that is come 
from front central vowel and back central vowel. 
2) Long vowel 
The first to be introduced here are the five long vowels, these 
are the vowels which tend to be longer than the short vowels in 
similar contexts. it is necessary to say „in similar contexts‟ because as 
we shall see later, the length of all English vowel sounds varies very 
15 
 
much according to contexts (such as the type of sound that follows 
them) and the presence or absence of stress.
11
 Vowels which were 
previously  differentiated only by the length mark (:) are now 
distinguished both by the length mark and by later-shape, this makes 
for easier visual recognition and underlines the fact that the pairs of 
vowels differ not only in length but also in quality.
12
 Based on the 
dentition above, the researcher concludes that a long vowel is a 
vowel that longer than short vowel, so that, when we find long vowel 
we must is longed the pronouncing long vowels. It is easy to us know 
long vowels, the mark of the long vowels is there is length or two 
dots [:] after vowel, this is also simple vowels because this is one 
vowel that is followed length or two dots [:]. 
  i:= Front high vowel  [seat] 
ɑ: = back low vowel  [calm] 
ɔ: = back mid low vowel [board] 
u: = back high vowel  [soon]  
ə: = Front central vowel [bird].  
Based on definition above, it can be conclude that long vowels 
are part of vowels that have sound more long than others vowel. Long 
vowels consist of five vowels. They are: [i:], [ɑ:], [ɔ:], [u:] and [ə:]. 
Then he fifth vowels come from some variety that is, front high vowel, 
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Peter Roach, Op, Cit. p. 14. 
12
J. D O Connor, Op, Cit. p. 82. 
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back low vowel, back mid vowel, back high vowel and front central 
vowel. 
3) Diphthong 
Diphthong is a sound composed of two vowels pronounced in 
close succession within the limits of a syllable.
13
A diphthong is a 
sound made by gliding the position of the tongue from one vowel to 
another without a break at all in between. Diphthong are represented 
by a sequence of two symbols, the first sowing the starting point and 
the second indicating the direction of movement.
14
The diphthong of 
English is in three groups: those which end in /u/, /əu, au/, those 
which end in /i/, /eɪ/, /ai/, /ɔɪ/, and those which end in /ə/, /ɪə/, /eə/, 
/ʊə/.
15
Based on definition above, the researcher concludes that 
diphthong is combination of two short vowels in one sound. To easy 
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Anas Syafei, English Pronunciation:Theory and Practice (Jakarta: Proyek Pengembangan 
Lembaga Pendidikan Tenaga Kependidikan, 1988), p. 13. 
 
14
Zainuddin, English pronunciation for Indonesian students (Bandung: 2002), p. 45. 
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   Centering     closing  
   Ending ə    ending I ending u 
    iə  eə uə     ei            ᴅi     ɔi ᴅu əu 
So that, based on the diagram above it can be see that 
diphthong divided in two kinds. There: centering and closing. In this 
centering diphthongs are ending [ə] that consist [ɪə], [eə], [ʊə]. Then 
closing diphthongs are ending [i] and [u]. Ending i consist of [eɪ], [ᴅi], 
[ɔi] and ending [u] consist of [əʊ], [ᴅu]. So that more clear, in this 
below is some explanation about part of diphthong. There are:  
a) centering diphthong  
Centering diphthong is movement or glide to the [ə].
16
Based on 
definition above, it mean if centering diphthong whose final position is 
that of central vowels. That is, the part of the tongue that moves from 
the front/back to the center. In centering diphthong find three kinds of 
centering diphthongs those are:   
[iə], this is one of the centering diphthong that starts with the tongue 
position [i]. [iə] is a falling diphthong which starts at about position of 
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the English short [i] and terminates at about [ə].
17
 This below are some 
examples of the [iə], they are: 
1. hear  
2. here 
3. clear 
[eə], this is one of centering diphthong that start with the tongue 
position [e] the position is the tip of the tongue is touching or nearly 
touching the lower front teeth and as in its raised position and the 





[ʊə], this is one of the centering diphthong that starts with the tongue 
position [ʊ]. [ʊə] is a falling diphthong which starts at about position 
of the English short [ʊ] and terminates at about [ə].
18
 This below are 
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Hamka, Op., Cit, p. 63. 
18
 Peter Roach, Op.,  Cit, p. 20 
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b) closing diphthong 
Close diphthong is diphthongs which are made by making a pure 
vowel and then moving the tongue to a position of a higher vowel.
19
 Based 
on definition above, it can be concluding closing diphthong are those 
diphthongs whose final position that are of a close vowel. That is, the part 
of the tongue that moves room the more open to a less open/close position. 
The closing diphthong has characteristic that they all end with a glide 
towards a closer vowel. The closing diphthong is consisting of five 
diphthongs such as:  
[ei], the beginning to diphthong is between [e] and cardinal [i]and a lip 
position of medium round in the speech organs then move in the direction 
of [i]. The position of [ei] can show from the lower keeps moving up and 





[aɪ], the tongue tips is touching the lower front teeth, and as in the case of 
all ordinary vowel, the soft plate is in its raised position and the vocal cords 







 This below are some example of the [ai] that make clear 




[oɪ], the position mouth in diphthong  [oi] like the back position forward to 
front teeth but do not touch teeth. The beginning of this diphthong is 
between [o] and cardinal [i] and [a] lip position of medium rounding the 
speech organs then move in the direction of [i].
21
  This below are some 
example of the [oi] that make clear about that. They are: 
1. boy 
2 . toy 
3 . loid 
[əʊ], the English diphthong [əʊ] start with a tongue position i advance of 
and somewhat lower then of cardinal [o], and a lip position of medium 
rounding the speech organs then move in the direction of [u]. This below 
are some example of the [oi] that make clear about that. They are: 
1. hope 
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[au], this is one of the closing diphthongs that start with the tongue position 
[a], the tongue tip is touching the lower front teeth, and as in the case of all 
ordinary vowel, the soft palate is in its raised position and the vocal cords 
are in vibration.
22
 This below are some example of the [oi] that make clear 
about that. They are: 
1. out 
2. loud 
3. gown  
So that, from explanation above it can be conclude, there are two 
kinds of diphthongs, they are: centering diphthong and closing diphthong. 
Where centering diphthong is divided in three diphthongs that ending [ə]. 
Then closing diphthong divided in five diphthongs that ending [i] three 
diphthongs and ending [u] two diphthongs.  
4) Tripthongs 
  Tripthongs is a glide from one vowel to another and then to a 
third, all produce rapidly and without interruption.
23
  For example a careful 
pronunciation in the word “hour” begin with a vowel quality similar to ᴅ:, 
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goes on to a glide towards the back close rounded area (for which we use the 
symbol u), then end with the mid central vowel (ə) we use the symbol auə to 
represent the way we pronounce “hour”, but this is not always accurate 
representation of the pronunciation. The tripthongs can be looked on as 
being compassed of the five tripthongs describe in the last section, with 
added on the end.
24
 Thus we get: 
triphthongs 
 
           Centering                     closing  
   Ending ə  ending I ending u 
         iə    eə uə    eiə     ᴅiə   oiə əuə       ᴅəu 
    Figure III. Tripthongs 
Based on the diagram above, it can be conclude in only closing 
tripthong doesn‟t have entering diphthong. Tripthong in closing divided two 
kinds. There are ending i and ending u. ending i consist of three there are: 
eiə, ᴅiə, and oiə. While ending u consist of two there are: əuə, and ᴅəu.This 
below is the explanation make clear about that, there are: 
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a)  Closing in ending i is ended by ə 
[ᴅi + ə = ᴅiə] as in wire [wᴅiə] 
[oi + ə = oiə ]as in  loyal [loiəl] 
[ei + ə = eiə] as in player [ pleiər] 
b) Closing in ending u is ended by ə 
[ᴅu + ə =ᴅuə] as inhour[ hᴅuər] 
[əu + ə = əuə] as in lower [ ləuər] 
So that, based on definition above, the researcher conclude that 
tripthongs is kinds of vowels that combination of three vowels and it can 
be find in just one syllable. then, tripthongs is divided in two kinds, there 
are closing ending u and ending [i], about closing ending [i] and closing 
[u] that is same ended by [ə]. 
b) Consonant 
Consonant are the speech sound which are produced with some kinds 
of closure in the mouth, restricting the escape of air. Zainuddin says 
consonant are sounds produced by obstructing the mouth or nose.
25
 Anas 
Syafei says the English consonants are sounds produced by obstructing the 
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stream of air coming out from the lungs by organs of speech somewhere in 
mouth or nose.
26
 Physiologically between consonant with one another, more 
easily distinguished consonants that vowels.
27
 In addition, oxford advanced 
learner‟s dictionary “a consonant is a speech sound produced by completely 
or party stopping the air being berated out thought the mouth.  
Consonants are based on the human articulation system (lungs to pump 
air in and out, vocal folds, oral cavity including tongue and lips and oral 
cavity). They are sound with stopping of air moving in speech organ. 
There are two class of speech sound: vowel and consonants. The 
vowel and consonants are produced differently. The major is that consonants 
are production with more articulation movement and more constriction 
(narrowing in a location in the vocal tract) then are vowels.
28
 
1) Consonant Cart  
The cart of English consonant below arranges to consonant according 
to their point of articulation in the mouth.
29
 They are: 
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Oral stop P B     T D   k g h  
Nasal stop  M      N    ɳ   
Fricative   F V θ Ð S Z ʃ ʒ     
Affricative         ʧ ʤ     
Liq
uid 
Lateral        L       
Dental 
Glide  W        J     
 
p = voiceless oral stop bilabial  (put) 
b = voice oral stop bilabial  (buy) 
t = voiceless oral stop alveolar  (time) 
d = voice oral stop alveolar  (day) 
k = voiceless oral stop velar  (come) 
g = voiced oral stop velar   (game) 
m = voiced nasal stop bilabial  (moon) 
n= voiced nasal stop alveolar  (name) 
ɳ = voiced nasal stop velar  (sing) 
f = voiceless fricative labiodentals (fine) 
v = voiced fricative labio-dental  (very) 
θ = voiceless fricative interdental  (think) 
ᴅ = voiced fricative interdental   (copy) 
s = voiceless fricative alveolar  (same) 
z = voiced fricative alveolar  (lazy) 
ʃ = voiceless fricative palatal  (she) 
ʒ = voiced fricative palatal  (pleasure) 
h = voiceless fricative glottal   (hat) 
ʧ = voiceless affricative palatal   (chin) 
ʤ = voiced affricative palatal  (just) 
 l = voiceless liquid alveolar  (land) 
r = voiced liquid alveolar   (run) 
w = voiced glide bilabial   (win) 




2) Kinds of Consonant 
a) Voiceless 
           Voiceless speech sounds are made without vocal fold 
vibration.
30
Voiceless when the fold are pulled a part, air passed directly 
though the glottis. Any sound made with the vocal folds in this position 
is said to be voiceless. You can confirm a sound‟s voiceless by 
touching your fingers to the larynx as you produce it. You will not feel 
any vibration from the vocal fold being transmitted to your fingertips. 
The initial sounds of fish, sing and house are all voiceless as transcribed 
in sound (p), bilabial, (f), labiodentals, (θ], (dental/inter dental) 
[t],[s],(alveolar)  [ʃ] [ʧ] (palatal) [k] (velar) and [h] (glottal). 
b) oiced 
Voiced speech sounds which are produced with the vocal cords 
vibrating.
31
 When the vocal folds are brought together causes them to 
vibrate, produced sound that are said to be voiced.  
By light touching the finger to the larynxes you produce an 
extended version of the initial sounds of the words zing or voice, or of 
any vowel, can you sense the vibration of the vocal folds within the 
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larynx in sound (b), (m), and (w) bilabial (v) labiodentals, (ð) dental, 
inter dental, (d), ( n), (t), (r), alveolar, (ʒ), (ʤ), (j) palatal, (g), (ɳ). 
Sometimes (w) velar and (h) glottal. 
3. The Goals of the Teaching Pronunciation  
There are many goals of teaching English pronunciation. One of teachers‟ 
goals is help the student to pronounce English word accurately. In addition, 
teaching pronunciation can help students understand the speakers‟ mean in 
speaking process. Teaching pronunciation is still poor in teaching-learning 
process. The teacher is not focus on teach pronunciation. They are focus on 
reading, writing, listening and speaking. While, speaking consist of some 
element which one is pronunciation. 
 Teaching pronunciation also has other goals. That is ability to 
communication the English language easy and efficient or accurately, ability to 
produce the basics contrasts of the target language sound system, and ability to 
understand fluent speech as produce by native speaker. 
In teaching pronunciation, the teachers have to teach the concepts of 
pronunciation. By learning the concepts of pronunciation, the students can 
speak English well and the listener can understand what the speakers‟ mean. 




B.  Students Ability 
Student‟s is a person who is studying in a university or college. Denoting 
someone who is studying in order to a enter a particular profession. Then a 
person engaged in study one who is devoted to learning, a learner, a pupil, a 
scholar, especially, one who attend a school, or who seeks knowledge from 
professional teachers or from books as the students of an academy, a college or 
a university, a medical students and a hard students. One who studies or 
examines in any manner, an attentive and systematic observer, as a student of 
human nature, or of physical nature.
32
From based above definition, the 
researcher concludes that the student is a person that studying at school not on 
only elementary school, junior high school, senior high school but also at 
university or the people who lives together and studies in formal education and 
how is their relation as a member of individuals to develop education level 
process. 
 A.S. Hornby says that ability is able to do, or a level of skill or 
intelligence. Then they ability means the quality or capacity of being able to do 
something well.
33
 While based on Oxford Advenced Learner‟s Dictionary of 
Current English, Ablity is a potential or capacity and power to do something 
physical or mental, it‟s also defenited as special nature power to do something 
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 And then, ability is physical, mental or legal to perform (he has 
ability to accomplish whatever he sets his mind to).
35
 So, the ability  means the 
power of students‟ SMP N 5 Padangsidimpuan. 
 
C. Review of Related Findings 
There are some related findings to this research. They were about vowels 
pronunciation. This first, Nova Sugyarti Siboro had done research about “students‟ 
ability in pronunciation at state junior high school 8 Padangsidimpuan in 2013-
2014 academic years”. Based on the research, she found that the students‟ ability 
in pronunciation at state junior high school 8 Padangsidimpuan is enough. The 
ability of students have calculated by mean score is 57.42%.
36
 Based on research, 
the research conclude that she had done research students ability in pronunciation 
at state junior high school 8 Padangsidimpuan in 2013/2014 academic years. Nova 
found that the students‟ ability in pronunciation is relatively, because the students 
score is 57.42%.    
The last, Rina Sari had done research about “students‟ vowels pronunciation 
at grade VIII SMP N 2 Ulu Pungkut Mandailing Natal”. Based on the research, she 
found that students‟ ability in vowels pronunciation at grade VIII SMP N 2 Ulu 
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Pungkut Mandailing Natal is increase enough. The ability of students have 
conclude by mean score is 34.25 %.
37
 
So that, if the research above had explained about students „vowels 
pronunciation at grade VIII SMP N 2 Ulu Pungkut Mandailing Natal, the 
researcher want to complete the research above. Whereas, the researcher want 
to research students‟ an analysis ability pronunciation at grade VII SMP N 5 
Padangsidimpuan.  
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A. The Place and Time of the Research 
  The location of the research is at SMP Negeri 5 Padangsidimpuan. The 
school is located on JL. Perintis Kemerdekaan No.61 Padangsidimpuan 
Selatan. This place is chosen because distance of research residence and 
location is close. It facilitate researcher to get information and expense of 
release by researcher for the fare and administration are also reach. The 
research from October 2016 until Mei 2017 at SMP Negeri 5 
Padangsidimpuan. 
B. The Research Design 
  The method in this research is qualitative research. Qualitative 
research is research method based on post positivism philosophy, is used to 
research at condition object scientific. Penelitian kualitatif adalah metode 
penelitian yang berlandaskan pada filsafat post positivisme di gunakan untuk 
meneliti pada kondisi object yang ilmiah.
1
  Additionally, Lexy J moleong said 
“qualitative research is the research that’s mean to understand the 
phenomenon about what is the subject research under gone by using natural 
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 Gay and Peter said “qualitative approach is based on collection data 
and analysis of non numerical data such as observation, interview, and other 
discursive source of information”.
3
 Whereas, Hamid Patilima said 
“pendekatan kualitative adalah suatu proses penyelidikan untuk memahami 
masalah sosial atau masalah manusia berdasarkan pada penciptaan gambar 
holistik yang dibentuk dengan kata-kata, melaporkan pandangan informan 
secara terperinci, dan disusun dalam sebuah latar ilmiah”.
4
 Based on above 
definition, researcher can conclude that qualitative research is a method which 
is carried out in order to make description about situation and condition based 
on the collection data analysis of non numerical data. 
   Base on above method, the researcher uses descriptive method. Gay 
and Peter Airsian, said that “descriptive research is a descriptive study 
determines and describes the way thing area, it may also compare sub group 
such as males and females or experience and experience teachers view issues 
and topic”. 
5
 Based on above definition, the researcher is choosing his method 
is used for analysis and describing ability in pronunciation students’ at grade 
VII SMP Negeri 5 Padangsidimpuan. 
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C. The Source of the Research  
 The source of data this research consists of: 
a. The primary source of the data is taken from at grade VII SMP Negeri 
5 Padangsidimpuan. 
b.  Secondary data source of the data is the English teacher of SMP 
Negeri 5 Padangsidimpun. 
D. The Instrument of the Collecting Data  
    A researcher must have an instrument in this research, because a 
good instrument can go guarantee for taking the valid data. In addition 
Suharsimi Arikunto said instrument is a tool of facility is used by the 
researcher in collecting data. Instrument  adalah alat yang digunakan untuk 
mengumpulkan data”.
6
 So, that this instrument help researcher easier to get 
data. The instrument of collecting data will be used in this research are: 
a. Interview  
   Hornby said that “interview is to talk somebody and ask his/her 
question at a formal meeting to find out if he/she is suitable for job or 
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 Here, the researcher will use interview to know the reason of 
student’s difficulties students’ dominant ability in pronunciation. 
b. Test 
 Brown defines “test a method of measuring a person’s ability; 
knowledge or performance in a given domain”.
8
 The researcher will use the 
techniques for collecting data with the test as follow: 
1) The researcher gives the test to students to pronounce some word and 
record process. 
2)  The researcher describes word by transcribing the recording 
pronunciation. 
c.  Record 
    Record is possibly the most common qualitative research data 
gathering method in health and social care research as it is relatively 
straight forward to organize. That does not however mean that is easy to 
conduct good qualitative research record.
9
 A good research needs to be able 
to put a record at ease, needs good listening skills and needs to be able to 
manage a record pronunciation. So as to collect data which truly reflect the 
opinions and fillings of the record concerning the chosen topic(s). 
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   It means record is a tool that will use to know how far ability, 
knowledge or performances from students in learning process until can 
ascertainable development and advancement that achieve. This record use 
to describe students’ pronouncing vowel at grade VII SMP N 5 
Padangsidimpuan and find the students’ ability in pronunciation at grade 
VII SMP N 5 Padangsidimpuan. 
Indicators of the pronunciation can be seen on the following tables: 
    Indicators for ability in pronunciation 
No  Indicators Number Item 
1 Short vowels 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9 
2 Long vowels 10,11,12,13,14 
3 Diphthongs  15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22 
4 Tripthongs  23,24,25,26,27 
 Total                    27 
 
E. The Techniques of the Data Analysis  
   Analyzing qualitative data is formidable for all qualitative researchers, 
especially those just starting their qualitative careers. As a novice researcher 





emphasized the need to collect rich, thick and deep data that reveal the 
perspectives and understandings of the participants studied.
10
 Here you now 
stand (or sit), looking over files of both. Describes steps for analyzing 
qualitative data: data managing, reading memorizing, describing, classifying, 
interpreting, and representing the findings in a written report. Recording the 
students’ ability in pronunciation (short vowels, long vowels, diphthongs and 
tripthongs) at grade VII SMP Negeri 5 Padangsidimpuan. 
1.  Describing students’ ability in pronunciation (short vowels, long 
vowels, diphthongs and tripthongs) at grade VII SMP Negeri 5 
Padangsidimpuan. 
2. Finding the students’ ability in pronunciation (short vowels, long 
vowels, diphthongs and triphthongs) at grade VII SMP Negeri 5 
Padangsidimpuan. 
F. The Techniques of Data Trustworthiness 
  Trustworthiness in qualitative research is very important because 
checking to the trustworthiness of the data. In trustworthiness is some several 
strategies that will use to checking the trustworthiness of the data one of them 
are triangulate. 
  Triangulate is a powerful technique that facilitates validation of data 
through cross verification from two or more source. In particular, it refers to  
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the application and combination of several methodologies in the study of the 
same phenomenon.
11
 So, it means triangulation is the technique that can use to 
checking trustworthiness by using different data source to confirm one 
another.         
  So that, based on explanation above, the researcher will take technique 
to check the trustworthiness data with compare the result of test, interview.    
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RESULT OF THE RESEARCH 
A. The Finding  
There were three point of the findings related to the formulation of the 
research. First it was description of the students’ ability in pronunciation at grade 
VII SMP Negeri 5 Padangsidimpuan, second the dominant difficulties in 
pronunciation at grade VII SMP Negeri 5 Padangsidimpuan, and the third the 
reason of dominant difficulties in pronunciation at grade VII SMP Negeri 5 
Padangsidimpuan. 
1. Description of the Students’ Ability in Pronunciation at Grade VII SMP 
Negeri 5 Padangsidimpuan. 
Based on those, the students’ ability in pronunciation divided on four kinds 
of vowel: short vowel, long vowel, diphthong and tripthong. Based on result of 
the test, the researcher found the students’ ability in pronunciation. The following 
description would show every details of their competence. 
a. Short Vowel 
Short vowel consists of 9 kinds; they are i, e, ε, æ, ᴅ, o, u, ə, ᴧ. Based on 










Short Vowel Good 
Answer i e ε æ ᴅ o u ə ᴧ 
1 AIS 2 3 3 2 2 2 3 3 3 23 
2 AP 3 3 1 2 2 3 2 3 3 22 
3 AK 3 3 3 3 0 3 3 3 3 24 
4 DL 1 3 3 3 0 2 2 2 0 16 
5 DA 3 2 3 2 0 3 3 1 0 17 
6 IP 3 3 3 1 0 3 3 3 0 19 
7 IW 2 3 0 3 0 2 3 3 0 16 
8 KA 3 1 2 1 0 3 2 0 0 12 
9 M.R 3 3 3 3 2 3 2 3 0 22 
10 M.S 3 3 3 3 0 3 3 3 3 24 
11 NH 3 3 3 3 2 3 2 3 1 23 
12 RA 3 2 3 3 0 3 2 2 0 18 
13 RS 3 3 3 2 0 3 2 1 0 17 
14 RA 3 3 3 3 1 3 3 3 3 25 
15 RAR 3 3 3 2 0 3 3 3 3 23 
16 SA 3 3 3 3 0 3 2 3 0 20 
17 SS 3 3 2 1 0 3 2 2 0 16 




































The test from sound i, students able to good pronounce as 50 words 
from the examiner mount are 54. The percentage 92,59. The test from sound 
e, students able to good pronounce as 50 words from the examiner mount are 
54. The percentage 92,59. The test from sound ε, students able to good 
pronounce as 47 words from the examiner mount are 54. The percentage 87, 
03.The test from sound æ, students able to good pronounce as 43 words from 
the examiner mount are 54.The percentage 79, 62.The test from soundᴅ, 
40 
 
students able to good pronounce as 11 words from the examiner mount are 
54.The percentage 20.37. The test from sound o, students able to good 
pronounce as 51 words from the examiner mount are 54. The percentage 
94,49.The test from sound u, students able to good pronounce as 45 words 
from the examiner mount are 54. The percentage 83,33.The test from sound ə, 
students able to good pronounce as 44 words from the examiner mount are 54. 
The percentage81.48.The test from sound ᴧ, students able to good pronounce 
as 22 words from the examiner mount are 54. The percentage40.74. 
 b. Long Vowel 
Long vowel consists of 5 kinds, they are i:, ɑ:, ɔ:, u:,ə:. Based on the 
result of the test, the researcher analyzed as the following: 
Table II 
The result of students Long Vowel 
No Name Long vowel Good 
Answer i: ɑ: ɔ: u: ə: 
1 AIS 3 2 3 3 3 14 
2 AP 3 2 3 3 3 14 
3 AK 2 2 3 3 2 12 
4 DL 0 0 2 2 0 4 
5 DA 1 1 2 3 1 8 
6 IP 3 1 2 3 1 10 
7 IW 3 1 2 3 1 10 
8 KA 0 0 1 0 0 1 
9 M. R 3 2 2 3 1 11 
10 M. S 3 2 3 2 2 12 
11 NH 3 2 3 3 1 12 
12 RA 0 1 3 2 1 7 
13 RS 0 0 2 0 1 3 
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14 RA 3 1 3 3 2 12 
15 RAR 2 1 3 3 2 12 
16 SA 3 2 3 3 1 12 
17 SS 0 1 2 3 0 6 













The test from sound i:, students able to good pronounce as 35 words from 
the examiner mount are 54. The percentage64.81. The test from sound ɑ:, 
students able to good pronounce as 23 words from the examiner mount are 36. 
The percentage63.88.The test from sound ɔ:, students able to good pronounce 
as 45 words from the examiner mount are 54. The percentage83.33.The test 
from sound u:, students able to good pronounce as 45 words from the examiner 
mount are 54. The percentage 83.33.The test from sound ə:, students able to 
good pronounce as 25 words from the examiner mount are 54. The percentage
 46.29. 
c. Diphthong 
Short vowel consists of 8 kinds; they are iə, eə, uə, ei, ᴅi, ɔi, ᴅu, əu. 














iə eə uə ei ᴅi ɔi ᴅu əu 
1 AIS 3 1 2 2 2 3 2 3 18 
2 AP 1 2 1 3 3 3 2 2 17 
3 AK 3 1 1 3 2 3 1 0 14 
4 DL 1 0 0 3 0 2 0 1 7 
5 DA 0 1 1 3 0 2 0 0 7 
6 IP 0 1 2 3 0 3 0 0 9 
7 IW 0 0 1 3 0 2 0 0 6 
8 KA 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
9 MR 2 1 1 2 0 3 1 2 12 
10 MS 3 1 0 3 2 2 1 0 12 
11 NH 2 1 1 2 1 2 0 1 10 
12 RA 0 2 1 2 1 1 0 0 7 
13 RS 0 1 0 1 0 3 1 0 6 
14 RA 3 2 2 3 2 3 1 1 17 
15 RAR 1 1 2 3 2 3 2 1 15 
16 SA 3 2 2 0 0 3 2 0 12 
17 SS 0 0 0 3 0 1 2 0 6 




























The test from sound iə, students able to good pronounce as 27 words 
from the examiner mount are 54. The percentage 50.00. The test from sound eə, 
students able to good pronounce as 19words from the examiner mount are 36. 
The percentage52.77.The test from sound uə, students able to good pronounce 
as 19 words from the examiner mount are 36. The percentage52.77.The test 
from sound ei, students able to good pronounce as 42 words from the examiner 
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mount are 54. The percentage77.77. The test from sound ᴅi, students able to 
good pronounce as 18 words from the examiner mount are 54. The percentage 
33.33.The test from sound ɔi, students able to good pronounce as 42 words 
from the examiner mount are 54. The percentage77.77.The test from sound ᴅu, 
students able to good pronounce as 15 words from the examiner mount are 54. 
The percentage 27.77.The test from sound əu, students able to good pronounce 
as 13 words from the examiner mount are 54. The percentage 24.07. 
d. Triphthong 
Short vowel consists of 5 kinds, they are eiə, ᴅiə, oiə,  əuə, ᴅəu. Based on 
the result of the test, the researcher analyzed as the following: 
Table IV 







eiə ᴅiə oiə əuə ᴅəu 
1 AIS 0 2 1 0 2 5 
2 AP 3 1 2 0 1 7 
3 AK 3 1 3 0 0 7 
4 DL 1 0 0 0 0 1 
5 DA 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6 IP 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 IW 2 0 1 0 0 3 
8 KA 1 0 0 0 0 1 
9 MR 1 1 1 0 0 3 
10 MS 0 0 0 0 0 0 
11 NH 1 2 0 1 2 6 
12 RA 1 0 0 1 1 3 
13 RS 0 0 0 0 0 0 
14 RA 2 2 3 1 3 11 
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15 RAR 2 0 2 1 1 6 
16 SA 1 0 1 0 0 2 
17 SS 1 0 0 1 0 2 













The test from sound eiə, students able to good pronounce as 20 words 
from the examiner mount are 54. The percentage37.08. The test from sound 
ᴅiə, students able to good pronounce as 10words from the examiner mount are 
54. The percentage18.51.The test from sound oiə, students able to good 
pronounce as 17 words from the examiner mount are 54. The 
percentage31.48.The test from sound əuə, students able to good pronounce as 
6 words from the examiner mount are 54. The percentage11.11.The test from 
sound ᴅəu, students able to good pronounce as 12 words from the examiner 
mount are 54. The percentage22.22.  
Based on criteria score interpretation, the result can be seen in the 
following table: 
Table V 
 Criteria score interpretation 
No Percentage Criteria 
1 0% - 20% Very low 
2 21% - 40% Low 
3 41% - 60% Enough 
4 61% - 80% Good 
5 81% - 100% Very good 
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Based on the calculating good answer the student’ ability in 
pronunciation at grade VII SMP N 5 Padangsidimpuan was 44.38%. So, it can 
be categorized that the students’ ability in pronunciation at grade VII SMP N 
5 Padangsidimpuan was into good categories. 
Based on the result of record to students’ at grade VII SMP N 5 
Padangsidimpuan. There were some difficulties that usually faced by students 
in learning pronunciation especially in vowel. The vowel consists of the short 
vowel they are:ᴅ, ᴧ, long vowel they are:ɑ:,ə:, diphthong they are:, ᴅu, əu  ᴅi. 
and tripthong they are: ᴅiə,  əuə, ᴅəu. 
2. The Students’ Difficulties in Pronunciation at Grade VII SMP N 5 
Padangsidimpuan 
Vowels divided in to four kinds they are: 
a. Short Vowels 
 Short vowel consists of 9 kinds, they were i, e, ε, æ, ᴅ, o, u, ə, ᴧ.based 
on the result of the test, the researcher analyzed as the following;  
1) [ᴅ] 
Their pronounce in short vowel [ᴅ] based on record the researcher 
conclude that they are very problem in pronouncing short vowel [ᴅ]. This is 




Their pronounce in short vowel [ᴧ] based on record the researcher 
conclude that they are very problem in pronouncing short vowel [ᴧ].  
b. Long Vowel 
Long vowel consists of 5 kinds, they were i: ɑ: ɔ: u: ə:. Based on the 
result of the test, the researcher analyzed as the following: 
1) [ɑ:] 
Their pronounce in long vowel [ɑ:] based on record the researcher 
conclude that they are very problem in pronouncing long vowel [ɑ:], because 
most of them notable in pronouncing long vowel [ɑ:]. 
2) [ə:] 
 Their pronounce in long vowel [ə:] based on record the researcher 
conclude that they are problem in pronouncing long vowel [ə:]. It means they 
were low in pronouncing long vowel [ə:]. 
c. Diphthong 
Diphthong consists of 8 kinds, they were iə, eə, uə, ei, ᴅi, ɔi, ᴅu, əu. Based on 




Their pronounce in diphthong [ᴅi] based on record the researcher conclude 
that they are very problem in pronouncing diphthong [ᴅi]. It means they 
were very low in pronouncing diphthong [ᴅi]. 
2) [ᴅu] 
 Their pronounce in diphthong [ᴅu] based on record the researcher conclude 
that they were problem in pronouncing diphthong [ᴅu]. It means they were 
low in pronouncing diphthong [ᴅu]. 
3) [əu] 
  Their pronounce in diphthong [əu] based on record the researcher 
conclude that they were problem in pronouncing diphthong [əu]. It means 
they were low in pronouncing diphthong [əu]. 
d. Triphthong 
Tripthongconsists of 5 kinds, they were eiə, ᴅiə, oiə,  əuə, ᴅəu. Based 
on the result of the test, the researcher analyzed as the following: 
1)  [ᴅiə] 
Their pronounce in triphthong [oiə] based on record the researcher conclude 
that they were very problem in pronouncing triphthong [oiə]. It means they 




Their pronounce in triphthong [əuə] based on record the researcher conclude 
that they were very problem in pronouncing triphthong [əuə]. It means they 
were very low in pronouncing triphthong [əuə] 
3)  [ᴅəu] 
Their pronounce in triphthong [ᴅəu] based on record the researcher conclude 
that they were difficult in pronouncing triphthong [ᴅəu]. It means they were 
very low in pronouncing triphthong [ᴅəu]. 
 Based on record result that was given to the student SMP N 5 
Padangsidimpuan, determine the students pronouncing vowels that they have 
problem in pronouncing vowel. Suchasshort vowel[æ, ᴅ, ᴧ],long vowel[ɑ: ə:], 
diphthong [eə, uə, əu], tripthong[ᴅiə, oiə,ᴅəu]. Those are problem for them. 
3. The Reason Students’ Difficulties in Pronunciation At Grade VII SMP N 
5 Padangsidimpuan 
Based on the result of record and interview to students’ at grade VII 
SMP N 5 Padangsidimpuan. There were some difficulties that usually faced by 
students in learning pronunciation especially in vowel. The vowel consists of 
the short vowel, long vowel, diphthong, and tripthong. 




Based on the result of interview to students in research it was found 
the difficulties in pronouncing vowel. According to some students at grade 
VII SMP N 5 PadangsidimpuanAisyah said difficult in pronouncing 
tripthongs [eiə], [oiə], [əuə], [ᴅəu] because the way to pronounce that different 
with mother tongue.
1
Andi said the some difficult in pronouncing tripthongs 
[eiə], [ᴅiə], [oiə], [əuə], [ᴅəu] because he was confuse to different that.
2
Annisa 
said she difficult in pronouncing tripthongs [eiə], [ᴅiə], [oiə], [əuə], [ᴅəu] and 
she also difficult in pronouncing diphthongs [iə], [eə], [uə], [ɔi], [ᴅu], [əu] 
because she can’t confuse to pronounce that.
3
 Diana said she difficult in 
pronouncing tripthong [eiə], [ᴅiə], [oiə], [əuə], [ᴅəu] and she also difficult in 
pronouncing diphthong [iə], [eə], [uə], [ɔi], [ᴅu], [əu] and she also difficult in 
pronouncing long vowels [i:], [ɑ:], [ɔ:], [u:], [ə:] because.
4
 Dion said the same 
of the problem about tripthong [eiə], [ᴅiə], [oiə], [əuə], [ᴅəu], diphthong [iə], 
[eə], [uə], [ɔi], [ᴅu], [əu]  because he was less in practice about pronunciation 
in daily life.
5
Ikas said difficult in pronouncing diphthong [iə], [eə], [uə], [ɔi], 
[ᴅu], [əu] and also difficult in pronouncing tripthong [eiə], [ᴅiə], [oiə], [əuə], 
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2
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3
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[ᴅəu], because he was confuse to different that.
6
 Ivan said the same of the 
problem about tripthong [eiə], [ᴅiə], [oiə], [əuə], [ᴅəu], and also difficult in 
pronouncing diphthong [iə], [eə], [uə], [ɔi], [ᴅu], [əu] because sometimes he 
was not focused in learning pronunciation.
7
Khoirul said difficult in 
pronouncing tripthong [eiə], [ᴅiə], [oiə], [əuə], [ᴅəu] and she also difficult in 
pronouncing diphthong [iə], [eə], [uə], [ɔi], [ᴅu], [əu] and she also difficult in 
pronouncing long vowels [i:], [ɑ:], [ɔ:], [u:], [ə:] because sometimes he was 
not confused in learning pronunciation.
8
 M Raihan said the same of the 
problem about tripthong [eiə], [ᴅiə], [oiə], [əuə], [ᴅəu].
9
 M Syahrul said she 
difficult in pronouncing tripthongs [eiə], [ᴅiə], [oiə], [əuə], [ᴅəu] because he 
was unable pronouncing words with good and he can’t use speak English 
well.
10
Nur said she difficult in pronouncing tripthongs [eiə], [ᴅiə], [oiə], [əuə], 
[ᴅəu] because she didn’t know much about vowels.
11
 Randy said the same of 
the problem about tripthong [eiə], [ᴅiə], [oiə], [əuə], [ᴅəu], diphthong [iə], 
[eə], [uə], [ɔi], [ᴅu], [əu] because he didn’t like English.
12
 Rani said difficult 
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in pronouncing tripthong [eiə], [ᴅiə], [oiə], [əuə], [ᴅəu] and she also difficult 
in pronouncing diphthong [iə], [eə], [uə], [ɔi], [ᴅu], [əu] and she also difficult 
in pronouncing long vowels [i:], [ɑ:], [ɔ:], [u:], [ə:] because she not 
habitually.
13
Rini said difficult in pronouncing tripthong [eiə], [ᴅiə], [oiə], 
[əuə], [ᴅəu] because she was confuse to different that.
14
Riski said difficult in 
pronouncing tripthong [eiə], [ᴅiə], [oiə], [əuə], [ᴅəu] because he was less of 
practice about pronunciation.
15
Salwa said difficult in pronouncing tripthong 
[eiə], [ᴅiə], [oiə], [əuə], [ᴅəu] because different written and pronounce.
16
Shilfa 
said the same of the problem about tripthong [eiə], [ᴅiə], [oiə], [əuə], [ᴅəu], 
diphthong [iə], [eə], [uə], [ɔi], [ᴅu], [əu] because she was unable to catch the 
learning material with good.
17
Siti said difficult in pronouncing tripthong [eiə], 
[ᴅiə], [oiə], [əuə], [ᴅəu] because never serious in learning process.
18
 
So, the researcher can be concluded that, the students’ difficulties in 
pronouncing vowel were the students confuse to different vowels, less of 
practice, less in  practice about pronunciation in daily life, unable pronouncing 
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words with good and can’t use speak English well, never serious in learning 
process, and didn’t know much about vowels.  So she was difficult about it.  
Based on explanation above, the reason in difficulties in pronouncing 
vowels at grade VII SMP N 5 Padangsidimpuan came from some factor, are 
from motivation factor and self-factor. But the factor not also a few come 
from the same factor of students. Most of students at grade VII SMP N 5 
Padangsidimpuan had the same factor about their difficulties in pronouncing 
vowels. The dominant factor that students have was pronouncing short 
vowels, long vowels, diphthongs and diphthongs. But the most difficulties 
were tripthongs. 
b. The Result of Interview to English Teacher at Grade VII ErwinaAfni, S.Pd, 
said that; 
Most of students have little motivation to practice the way to 
pronounce the word in daily life. In pronouncing they often pronounce “r” 
clearly, for example when I ordered them to pronounce the word “I am hear” 
most all them pronounce “r” clearly. Sometimes they pronounce the word 
same with wrote in the book.
19
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So, based on result English teacher, it can be concluded that the 
students had poor knowledge about vowel; they could not pronounce the word 
with good. In addition the students’ motivation to studied English is low. 
Students not interest to study English. Students consider English is subject 
matter that difficult. 
Based on explanation above, the reason of difficulties in pronouncing 
vowels at grade VII SMP Negeri 5 Padangsidimpuan came from same reason, 
like students had low motivation to studied English. Students not so like 
English. Students left English were a difficult. But addition that reason also 
came from students’ ability. Students still difficult to pronounce English 
because students still pronounce that same with their mother tongue. 
Sometimes students pronounce the word same that written of the word.   
B. Discussion  
The result of this research with the little “An Analysis of Students’ Ability 
in Pronunciation at Grade VII SMP N 5 Padangsidimpuan” can be categories into 
low category. Based on those gave the test to students and recorded it. Almost all 
of the students got low score.  
Further, based on interview to the students, there are some difficult in 
vowel. By students in pronounced the words, such as: the students difficult in 
vowel. Students also faced difficulties or dominantly wrong in pronouncing short 
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vowel, short vowel they are [ᴅ], [ə], [ᴧ], long vowel they are [i:], [ɑ:], [ə:], 
diphthong they are [iə], [eə], [uə], [ɔi], [ᴅu], [əu], and tripthong they are [eiə], 
[ᴅiə], [oiə], [əuə], [ᴅəu]. 
The reason students’ difficulties in pronouncing vowel were the students 
confuse to different vowels, less of practice, less in  practice about pronunciation 
in daily life, unable pronouncing words with good and can’t use speak English 
well, never serious in learning process, and didn’t know much about vowels.  So 
she was difficult about it. 
Based on interview the English teacher, the researcher has found the some 
answer. Students had poor knowledge about vowel and they could not pronounce 
the word with good. 
Muhibdin Syah said that learning difficulties can be pronounced by two 
factors, they were: first, internal factor (factors from the child itself) involve, 
physiology factors such as healthy, physiological factors such as IQ (Intelligence 
Question). The second external factor (factor outside the child) involve; social 
factors such as the relationship with the child’s parents, and not social factor such 
as the tool of learning and learning condition.
20
 
However, the internal factor and external factor influenced the students’ 
difficulties in their pronouncing. First, they faced the difficulties because of their 
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worse mind set or opinion. They believe that English difficult subject. Then, they 
have low enthusiasm and motivation in pronouncing. Lastly, they have not 
understood yet the explanation given by the teacher.  
To anticipate the learning difficulties, the English teacher efforts to repeat 
the lesson especially: short vowel, long vowel, diphthong, and tripthong. While to 
overcome the students’ difficulties in pronouncing the word the teacher gave the 
explanation many time, practice and make exercises more about it so the students 
understood truly. Then, the English teacher motivated the students to improve 
students’ interested in learning pronunciation especially in learning vowel. The 
others, English teacher always motivated the students in learning process. It is 
supported that the learning difficulties can be anticipated through tutoring. It is 
done by teacher to guide the slow learner.  
C. Threats of the Research  
  There were many threats of the research that was got by the research. the threats 
was happened from the all aspect of this research so the writer know this thesis 
still far from excellence thesis, but the writer had believe that nobody is perfect in 
the world. That perfect just for our God Allah SWT.  
   On doing the test, there were the threats of time, because of the students had 
many activities the researcher didn’t have much time, because it, the time which 
was given to the students was not enough and also the students did not do the test 
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seriously, but the researcher attempted to do the best and because there was a good 




CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTION 
 
A. CONCLUSION 
After getting research and giving test for 18 students the researcher 
concluded that An Analysis of Students’ Ability in Pronunciation at Grade VII 
SMP N 5 Padangidimpuan as follow: 
1. An Analysis of Students’ Ability in Pronunciation at Grade VII SMP N 5 
Padangidimpuan was 44.38%. So the researcher concluded An Analysis of 
Students’ Ability in Pronunciation at Grade VII SMP N 5 Padangidimpuan into 
low. 
2. The students difficulties or dominantly wrong in pronouncing short vowels 
[ᴅ], [ε], [ᴧ], long vowels [ɑ:], [ə:], diphthong [eə], [uə], [əu], and tripthong  
[ᴅiə], [oiə], [ᴅəu]. 
3. The reason students difficulties in pronouncing vowels were the students 
confuse to different vowels, less of practice, less in  practice about 
pronunciation in daily life, unable pronouncing words with good and can’t use 
speak English well, never serious in learning process, and didn’t know much 






Based on the conclusions above, writer gave the some suggestion as follow: 
1. To the students’ at Grade VII SMP N 5 Padangidimpuan must more active in 
English subject such as doing so many pronunciation practices, more learn 
about English pronunciation especially vowels. 
2. To all the students’ they have to increase their abilities in pronunciation 
especially pronouncing words about vowels by hard, by listening English 
song, or cassette with native speaker. So it can help them to improve their 
pronunciation, especially the vowel and ability in pronunciation. 
3. To the students’ at Grade VII SMP N 5 Padangidimpuan must study hard and 
must be serious when studying English. So they can master pronunciation 
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APPENDIX I 
Students’ word pronunciation guidance 
Practice the Words by using short vowel 
A. Short Vowel 
1. [i] =  will, fill, sit    
2. [e] =  pen, mental, well   
3. [ε] = get, red, pet    
4. [æ] = pan, can, mat      
5. [ᴅ] = cop, god, love  
6. [o]  = boy, hot, object    
7. [u] = full, look, could   
8. [ə] =  the, alone, ago   
9. [ᴧ]= cut, us, duck 
   
       B. Long vowels  
 1. [i:] = see, sheep, feel   
 2. [ɒ:] = park, car,    
 3. [ͻ:] = always, more, your   
 4. [u:] = pool, food, school   
 5. [ə:] = her, girl, bird  
Practice the Words by using Diphthongs 
c. Diphthongs 
1. [iə ] = here, clear, ear    
2. [eə] = chair, there,    
3. [uə] = sure, pure,          
4. [ei]   = say, place, plate   
5. [ᴅi]   = driver, buy, time  
6. [ɔi]  = boy, voice, soil   
7. [ᴅu] = loud, house, now   
8. [əu] =  hope, go, home  
 
d. Tripthongs 
1. [eiə]  = layer, player, prayer  
2. [ᴅiə] = violet, lion, tired    
3.  [oiə] = loyal, royal, employer  
4. [əuə] = towel, rower, shower   







LIST OF INTERVIEW 
A. Interview to English teacher  
1. What are students’ learn in pronunciation? 
2. How are the students’ results in learning pronunciation? 
3. What are students’ have difficulties in learning pronunciation? 
 
B. Interview to students 
1. Do pronunciation difficult for you? 
2. What are the problems that you find when study English, especially in learning 
pronunciation? 
3. Why it’s dominant problem in pronunciation? 
  
APPENDIX I 
Description of Aisyah 
A. Short Vowel 
1. [i] =  will, fill, sit   [wil], [fi],[sit] 
2. [e] =  pen, mental, well  [pen], [mentl], [wel] 
3. [ε] = get, red, pet   [gεt], [ret], [pet], 
4. [æ] = pan, can, mat   [pen], [ken], [meit]   
5. [ᴅ] = cop, god, love  [kᴅp], [gᴅd], [lov] 
6. [o]  = boy, hot, object  [bay], [hot], [objek]  
7. [u] = full, look, could  [ful], [luk], [kuld] 
8. [ə] =  the, alone, ago  [ðə],[əlon], [əgo] 
9. [ᴧ]= cut, us, duck   [kᴧt], [ᴧs], [ dᴧk] 
       B. long vowels  
 1. [i:] = see, sheep, feel  [si:],[ʃi:p], [fi:l] 
 2. [ɒ:] = park, car,    [pɒ:], [kɒ:] 
 3. [ͻ:] = always, more, your  [ͻ:lweis], [mͻ:], [yͻ:] 
 4. [u:] = pool, food, school  [pu:l], [fu:d], [sku:l] 
 5. [ə:] = her, girl, bird   [hə:], [gə:], [bə:] 
C. Diphthongs 
1. [iə ] = here, clear, ear   [hiə], [kliə], [iə (r)] 
2. [eə] = chair, there,   [keir],  [ðeə] 
3. [uə] = sure, pure,     [suə], [puə]     
4. [ei]   = say, place, plate  [sei], [pleis], [plet] 
5. [ᴅi]   = driver, buy, time  [driver], [bᴅi], [tᴅim] 
6. [ɔi]  = boy, voice, soil  [boi], [voiz], [soil] 
7. [ᴅu] = loud, house, now  [lᴅud], [hᴅus], [nou] 
8. [əu] =  hope, go, home  [hop], [gəu], [həum] 
 
D. Tripthongs 
1. [eiə]  = layer, player, prayer [leiə], [plaiə], [praiə] 
2. [ᴅiə] = violet, lion, tired   [vᴅiət], [lᴅiən], [tirəd] 
3.  [oiə] = loyal, royal, employer [loyal], [royal], [imploiə] 
4. [əuə] = towel, rower, shower [towəl], [rowə], [sower],      





Description of  Andi Aprian 
A. short Vowel 
1. [i] =  will, fill, sit   [wil], [fil],[sit] 
2. [e] =  pen, mental, well  [pen], [mentl], [wel] 
3. [ε] = get, red, pet   [git], [rit], [pεt], 
4. [æ] = pan, can, mat   [pein], [ken], [met]   
5. [ᴅ] = cop, god, love  [kᴅp], [god], [lᴅv] 
6. [o]  = boy, hot, object  [boy], [hot], [objek]  
7. [u] = full, look, could  [ful], [luk], [kold] 
8. [ə] =  the, alone, ago  [ðə],[əlon], [əgo] 
9. [ᴧ]= cut, us, duck   [kᴧt], [ᴧs], [ dᴧk] 
       B. Long Vowels  
 1. [i:] = see, sheep, feel  [si:],[ʃi:p], [fi:l] 
 2. [ɒ:] = park, car,    [pɒ:], [kɒ:] 
 3. [ͻ:] = always, more, your  [ͻ:lweis], [mͻ:], [yͻ:] 
 4. [u:] = pool, food, school  [pu:l], [fu:d], [sku:l] 
 5. [ə:] = her, girl, bird   [hə:], [gə:], [bə:] 
C. Diphthongs 
1. [iə ] = here, clear, ear   [hiə], [klir], [ir] 
2. [eə] = chair, there,   [ʧeə],  [ðeə] 
3. [uə] = sure, pure,     [suə], [pur] 
4. [ei]   = say, place, plate  [sei], [pleis], [pleit] 
5. [ᴅi]   = driver, buy, time  [drᴅive], [bᴅi], [tᴅim] 
6. [ɔi] = boy, voice, soil  [boi],[voiz], [soil] 
7. [ᴅu] = loud, house, now  [lud],[hᴅus], [nᴅu] 
8. [əu] =  hope, go, home  [hop], [gəu],[həum] 
 
D. Tripthongs 
1. [eiə]  = layer, player, prayer [leiə], [pleiə], [preiə] 
2. [ᴅiə] = violet, lion, tired   [violət], [lᴅiən], [tirət] 
3.  [oiə] = loyal, royal, employer [loiəl], [royal], [imploiər] 
4. [əuə] = towel, rower, shower [towəl], [rowəl],  [shouər] 





Description of Annisa Kamelia 
A. short Vowel 
1. [i] =  will, fill, sit   [wil], [fil],[sit] 
2. [e] =  pen, mental, well  [pen], [mentl], [wel] 
3. [ε] = get, red, pet   [gεt], [ret], [pet], 
4. [æ] = pan, can, mat   [pen], [ken], [met]   
5. [ᴅ] = cop, god, love  [kop], [gud], [lov] 
6. [o]  = boy, hot, object  [boy], [hot], [objek]  
7. [u] = full, look, could  [ful], [luk], [kuld] 
8. [ə] =  the, alone, ago  [ðə],[əlon], [əgo] 
9. [ᴧ]= cut, us, duck   [kᴧt], [ᴧs], [ dᴧk] 
       B. Long Vowels  
 1. [i:] = see, sheep, feel  [si:],[ʃi:p], [fi:] 
 2. [ɒ:] = park, car,    [pɒ:], [kɒ:] 
 3. [ͻ:] = always, more, your  [ͻ:lweis], [mͻ:], [yͻ:] 
 4. [u:] = pool, food, school  [pu:l], [fu:d], [sku:l] 
 5. [ə:] = her, girl, bird   [hə:], [girl], [bə:] 
C.  Diphthongs 
1. [iə ] = here, clear, ear   [hiə], [kliə], [iər] 
2. [eə] = chair, there,   [ʧeir],  [ðeə] 
3. [uə] = sure, pure,     [sur], [puər] 
4. [ei]   = say, place, plate  [sei], [pleis], [pleit] 
5. [ᴅi]   = driver, buy, time  [driver], [bᴅi], [tᴅim] 
6. [ɔi] = boy, voice, soil  [boi],[voiz], [soil] 
7. [ᴅu] = loud, house, now  [lud],[hᴅus], [nou] 
8. [əu] =  hope, go, home  [hup], [go], [hum] 
 
D. Tripthongs 
1. [eiə]  = layer, player, prayer [leiə], [pleiə], [preiə] 
2. [ᴅiə] = violet, lion, tired   [viət], [liən], [tᴅiə], 
3. [oiə] = loyal, royal, employer [loiəl], [roiəl], [emploiə] 
4. [əuə] = towel, rower, shower [towəl], [rowəl], [sowə] 




Description of Diana Lestari 
A. short Vowel 
1. [i] =  will, fill, sit   [wil], [fi],[si] 
2. [e] =  pen, mental, well  [pen], [mentl], [wel] 
3. [ε] = get, red, pet   [gεt], [ret], [pet], 
4. [æ] = pan, can, mat   [pen], [ken], [met]   
5. [ᴅ] = cop, god, love  [kop], [god], [lov] 
6. [o]  = boy, hot, object  [bay],[hot], [objek]  
7. [u] = full, look, could  [ful], [luk], [kud] 
8. [ə] =  the, alone, ago  [ðə],[alon], [əgo] 
9. [ᴧ]= cut, us, duck   [kut],[us], [duk] 
       B. long vowels 
 1. [i:] = see, sheep, feel  [se], [ʃep], [fel] 
 2. [ɒ:] = park, car,    [pɒk], [kei:] 
 3. [ͻ:] = always, more, your  [ͻ:lweis], [mͻ:], [yͻ:] 
 4. [u:] = pool, food, school  [po:l], [fu:d], [sku:l] 
 5. [ə:] = her, girl, bird   [hi:], [gi:], [bi:] 
C. Diphthongs 
1. [iə ] = here, clear, ear   [hiə], [kli], [i(r)] 
2. [eə] = chair, there,   [cei],  [ðei] 
3. [uə] = sure, pure,     [saə], [piə] 
4. [ei]   = say, place, plate  [sei], [pleis], [pleit] 
5. [ᴅi]   = driver, buy, time  [drive], [bui], [tim] 
6. [ɔi] = boy, voice, soil  [boi],[voiz], [suil] 
7. [ᴅu] = loud, house, now  [lud], [hous], [nou] 
8. [əu] =  hope, go, home  [həup], [gou], [hum] 
D.Tripthongs 
1. [eiə]  = layer, player, prayer [laiə], [pleiə], [praiə] 
2. [ᴅiə] = violet, lion, tired    [violət], [liən], [tiə] 
3.  [oiə] = loyal, royal, employer [loyal], [royal], [imploiə] 
4. [əuə] = towel, rower, shower [tuəl], [ruə],  [shouə] 




Description of Dion Antasena 
A. Short Vowel 
1. [i] =  will, fill, sit   [wil], [fil],[sit] 
2. [e] =  pen, mental, well  [pen], [mentl],[wol] 
3. [ε] = get, red, pet   [gεt], [ret], [pet], 
4. [æ] = pan, can, mat   [pen], [can], [met]   
5. [ᴅ] = cop, god, love  [kop], [gud], [lov] 
6. [o]  = boy, hot, object  [boy], [hot], [objek]  
7. [u] = full, look, could  [ful], [luk], [kuld] 
8. [ə] =  the, alone, ago  [ði],[alon], [əgo] 
9. [ᴧ]= cut, us, duck   [kut], [us], [ duk] 
       B. Long Vowels  
 1. [i:] = see, sheep, feel  [s i:], [ʃe:p], [fe:l] 
 2. [ɒ:] = park, car,    [pɒk], [kɒ:] 
 3. [ͻ:] = always, more, your  [ͻ:lwais], [mͻ:], [yͻ:] 
 4. [u:] = pool, food, school  [pu:l], [fu:d], [sku:l] 
 5. [ə:] = her, girl, bird   [hi:],[gi:], [bə:] 
C. Diphthongs 
1. [iə ] = here, clear, ear   [hər], [klə], [ir] 
2. [eə] = chair, there,    [ʧei], [ðeə] 
3. [uə] = sure, pure,      [suə], [piuə] 
4. [ei]   = say, place, plate  [sei], [pleis], [pleit] 
5. [ᴅi]   = driver, buy, time  [drive], [bui], [tim] 
6. [ɔi]  = boy, voice, soil  [boi], [voiz], [suil] 
7. [ᴅu] = loud, house, now  [loud], [hous], [nou] 
8. [əu] =  hope, go, home  [hup], [gou], [hum] 
 
D. Tripthongs 
1. [eiə]  = layer, player, prayer [laiə], [plaiə], [praiə] 
2. [ᴅiə] = violet, lion, tired    [vioət], [liən], [tirət] 
3.  [oiə] = loyal, royal, employer [loyal], [royal], [omlər] 
4. [əuə] = towel, rower, shower [tuəl], [ruə],  [shoə] 





Description of Ikas Pratama 
A. Short Vowel 
1. [i] =  will, fill, sit   [wil], [fil],[sit] 
2. [e] =  pen, mental, well  [pen], [mentl], [wel] 
3. [ε] = get, red, pet   [gεt], [ret], [pet], 
4. [æ] = pan, can, mat   [pein], [ken], [meit]   
5. [ᴅ] = cop, god, love  [kop], [god], [lov] 
6. [o]  = boy, hot, object  [boy], [hot], [objek]  
7. [u] = full, look, could  [ful], [luk], [kuld] 
8. [ə] =  the, alone, ago  [ðə],[əlon], [əgou] 
9. [ᴧ]= cut, us, duck   [kut], [us], [ duk] 
       B. Long Vowels  
 1. [i:] = see, sheep, feel  [se:],[ʃe:p], [fe:l] 
 2. [ɒ:] = park, car,    [pɒ:k], [keir] 
 3. [ͻ:] = always, more, your  [ͻ:lweis], [mͻ:], [yu:] 
 4. [u:] = pool, food, school  [pu:l], [fu:d], [sku:l] 
 5. [ə:] = her, girl, bird   [hi:], [gi:], [bə:] 
C. Diphthongs 
1. [iə ] = here, clear, ear   [hə], [kli], [ə (r)] 
2. [eə] = chair, there,    [ʧei],  [ðeə] 
3. [uə] = sure, pure,      [suə], [puə]     
4. [ei]   = say, place, plate  [sei], [pleis], [pleit] 
5. [ᴅi]   = driver, buy, time  [drive], [bui], [tim] 
6. [ɔi]  = boy, voice, soil  [boi], [voiz], [soil] 
7. [ᴅu] = loud, house, now  [loud], [hous], [nou] 
8. [əu] =  hope, go, home  [hup], [gou], [hum] 
D. Tripthongs 
1. [eiə]  = layer, player, prayer [laiə], [plaiə], [praiə] 
2. [ᴅiə] = violet, lion, tired    [vioət], [liən], [tirət] 
3.  [oiə] = loyal, royal, employer [loyal], [royal], [emploiə] 
4. [əuə] = towel, rower, shower [tuəl], [rəuə],  [shuə] 




Description of Ivan Wahyudi 
A. Short Vowel 
1. [i] =  will, fill, sit   [wil], [fi],[sit] 
2. [e] =  pen, mental, well  [pen], [mentl], [wel] 
3. [ε] = get, red, pet   [git], [ret], [pit] 
4. [æ] = pan, can, mat   [pen], [can], [mit]   
5. [ᴅ] = cop, god, love  [kop], [gud], [lov] 
6. [o]  = boy, hot, object  [buy], [hot], [objek]  
7. [u] = full, look, could  [ful], [luk], [kuld] 
8. [ə] =  the, alone, ago  [ðə],[ əlon], [əgo] 
9. [ᴧ]= cut, us, duck   [kut], [us], [ duk] 
       B. Long Vowels 
 1. [i:] = see, sheep, feel  [si:],[ʃi:p], [fi:l] 
 2. [ɒ:] = park, car,    [pɒ:k], [cɒ:] 
 3. [ͻ:] = always, more, your  [ͻ:lweis], [mͻ:], [yu:] 
 4. [u:] = pool, food, school  [pu:l], [fu:d], [sku:l] 
 5. [ə:] = her, girl, bird   [hə:], [gi:l], [bi:] 
C. Diphthongs 
1. [iə ] = here, clear, ear   [hər], [klə], [ə (r)] 
2. [eə] = chair, there,    [cei],  [ðir] 
3. [uə] = sure, pure,      [suə], [piuə] 
4. [ei]   = say, place, plate  [sei], [pleis], [pleit] 
5. [ᴅi]   = driver, buy, time  [drive], [bui], [tim] 
6. [ɔi]  = boy, voice, soil  [boi], [vuiz], [soil] 
7. [ᴅu] = loud, house, now  [lud], [hous], [nou] 
8. [əu] =  hope, go, home  [hop], [gou], [hum] 
D. Tripthongs 
1. [eiə]  = layer, player, prayer [leiə],[pleiə],[praiə] 
2. [ᴅiə] = violet, lion, tired    [vioət], [liən], [tiə] 
3. [oiə] = loyal, royal, employer [loyəl], [royəl],[emploiə] 
4. [əuə] = towel, rower, shower [tuəl], [ruə],  [shuə], 




Description of Khoirul Anwar 
A. Short Vowel 
1. [i] =  will, fill, sit   [wil], [fil],[sit] 
2. [e] =  pen, mental, well  [pen], [mintl], [wil] 
3. [ε] = get, red, pet   [gεt], [ret], [pit], 
4. [æ] = pan, can, mat   [pein], [ken],[meit]   
5. [ᴅ] = cop, god, love  [kop],[gud], [lov] 
6. [o]  = boy, hot, object  [bui], [hot], [objek]  
7. [u] = full, look, could  [ful], [luk], [kud] 
8. [ə] =  the, alone, ago  [wə],[eilon], [əgou] 
9. [ᴧ]= cut, us, duck   [cut], [us], [ duk] 
       B. Long Vowels  
 1. [i:] = see, sheep, feel  [se:], [ʃe:p], [fel] 
 2. [ɒ:] = park, car,    [pɒk], [cɒ:] 
 3. [ͻ:] = always, more, your  [a:lwais], [mͻ:], [yu:] 
 4. [u:] = pool, food, school  [po:l], [fo:d], [sko:l] 
 5. [ə:] = her, girl, bird   [hi:], [gi:], [bi:] 
C. Diphthongs 
1. [iə ] = here, clear, ear   [hiə], [klə], [ie (r)] 
2. [eə] = chair, there,    [ciə],  [dir] 
3. [uə] = sure, pure,      [su],[piuə] 
4. [ei]   = say, place, plate  [sai], [plais],[plet] 
5. [ᴅi]   = driver, buy, time  [drive], [bui],[tim] 
6. [ɔi]  = boy, voice, soil  [bui],[vuiz], [suil] 
7. [ᴅu] = loud, house, now  [lud], [hous], [nou] 
8. [əu] =  hope, go, home  [houp], [gou], [hum] 
D. Tripthongs 
1. [eiə]  = layer, player, prayer [laiə], [pleiə], [praiə] 
2. [ᴅiə] = violet, lion, tired    [vioət], [liən], [tirə] 
3. [oiə] = loyal, royal, employer [loyəl], [royəl], [employə] 
4. [əuə] = towel, rower, shower [tuəl], [rəuə],  [shəuə], 




Description of M. Raihan Ritonga 
A. Short Vowel 
1. [i] =  will, fill, sit   [wil], [fil],[sit] 
2. [e] =  pen, mental, well  [pen], [mentl], [wel] 
3. [ε] = get, red, pet   [gεt], [ret], [pet], 
4. [æ] = pan, can, mat   [pen], [ken], [met]   
5. [ᴅ] = cop, god, love  [kᴅp], [gᴅd], [lov] 
6. [o]  = boy, hot, object  [boy], [hot], [objek]  
7. [u] = full, look, could  [ful], [luk], [kud] 
8. [ə] =  the, alone, ago  [ðə],[əlon], [əgo] 
9. [ᴧ]= cut, us, duck   [kut], [us], [ duk] 
       B. Long Vowels  
 1. [i:] = see, sheep, feel  [si:],[ʃi:p], [fi:l] 
 2. [ɒ:] = park, car,    [pɒ:k], [kɒ:] 
 3. [ͻ:] = always, more, your  [a:lweis], [mͻ:], [yo:] 
 4. [u:] = pool, food, school  [pu:l], [fu:d], [sku:l] 
 5. [ə:] = her, girl, bird   [hi:], [gi:], [bə:] 
C. Diphthongs 
1. [iə ] = here, clear, ear   [hiə], [klə], [ie (r)] 
2. [eə] = chair, there,    [cei],  [ðeə] 
3. [uə] = sure, pure,      [suə], [piuə]     
4. [ei]   = say, place, plate  [sei], [pleis], [plet] 
5. [ᴅi]   = driver, buy, time  [drive], [bui], [tim] 
6. [ɔi]  = boy, voice, soil  [boi], [voiz], [soil] 
7. [ᴅu] = loud, house, now  [lud], [hᴅus], [nou] 
8. [əu] =  hope, go, home  [houp], [gəu], [həum] 
D. Tripthongs 
1. [eiə]  = layer, player, prayer [laiə], [pleiə], [praiə] 
2. [ᴅiə] = violet, lion, tired    [vioət], [lᴅiən], [tiə] 
3.  [oiə] = loyal, royal, employer [loyəl], [royəl], [imploiə] 
4. [əuə] = towel, rower, shower [tuəl], [ruə],  [shoə], 




Description of M. Syahrul R Ritonga 
A. Short Vowel 
1. [i] =  will, fill, sit   [wil], [fil],[sit] 
2. [e] =  pen, mental, well  [pen], [mentl], [wel] 
3. [ε] = get, red, pet   [gεt], [ret], [pet], 
4. [æ] = pan, can, mat   [pen], [ken], [met]   
5. [ᴅ] = cop, god, love  [kop], [gud], [lov] 
6. [o]  = boy, hot, object  [boy], [hot], [objek]  
7. [u] = full, look, could  [ful], [luk], [kuld] 
8. [ə] =  the, alone, ago  [ðə],[əlon], [əgo] 
9. [ᴧ]= cut, us, duck   [kᴧt], [ᴧs], [ dᴧk] 
       B. Long Vowels  
 1. [i:] = see, sheep, feel  [si:],[ʃi:p], [fi:l] 
 2. [ɒ:] = park, car,    [pɒ:k], [kɒ:] 
 3. [ͻ:] = always, more, your  [ͻ:lweis], [mͻ:], [yo:] 
 4. [u:] = pool, food, school  [po:l], [fu:d], [sku:l] 
 5. [ə:] = her, girl, bird   [hi:], [gə:], [bə:] 
C. Diphthongs 
1. [iə ] = here, clear, ear   [hiə], [kliə], [i e(r)] 
2.  [eə] = chair, there,    [cei],  [ðeə] 
3. [uə] = sure, pure,      [sue], [puə] 
4. [ei]   = say, place, plate  [sei], [pleis], [pleit] 
5. [ᴅi]   = driver, buy, time  [drive], [bᴅi], [tᴅim] 
6. [ɔi]  = boy, voice, soil  [boi], [vuiz],[sɔil] 
7. [ᴅu] = loud, house, now  [lud], [hᴅus], [nou] 
8. [əu] =  hope, go, home  [houp], [gou], [houm] 
D. Tripthongs 
1. [eiə]  = layer, player, prayer [laiə], [plaiə], [praiə] 
2. [ᴅiə] = violet, lion, tired    [vioət], [liən], [tirə] 
3. [oiə] = loyal, royal, employer [loyəl], [royəl], [employə] 
4. [əuə] = towel, rower, shower [toəl], [roə],  [shouə], 




Description of Nur Hanipah Harahap 
A. Short Vowel 
1. [i] =  will, fill, sit   [wil], [fil],[sit] 
2. [e] =  pen, mental, well  [pen], [mentl], [wel] 
3. [ε] = get, red, pet   [gεt], [ret], [pet], 
4. [æ] = pan, can, mat   [pen], [ken], [met]   
5. [ᴅ] = cop, god, love  [kᴅp], [gᴅd], [lov] 
6. [o]  = boy, hot, object  [boy], [hot], [objek]  
7. [u] = full, look, could  [ful], [luk], [kud] 
8. [ə] =  the, alone, ago  [ðə],[əlon], [əgo] 
9. [ᴧ]= cut, us, duck   [kᴧt], [ᴧs], [ duk] 
       B. Long Vowels  
 1. [i:] = see, sheep, feel  [si:],[ʃi:p], [fi:l] 
 2. [ɒ:] = park, car,    [pɒ:k], [kɒ:] 
 3. [ͻ:] = always, more, your  [ͻ:lweis], [mͻ:], [yͻ:] 
 4. [u:] = pool, food, school  [pu:l], [fu:d], [sku:l] 
 5. [ə:] = her, girl, bird   [hi:], [gi:], [bə:] 
C. Diphthongs 
1. [iə ] = here, clear, ear   [hiə], [kli], [iə(r)] 
2. [eə] = chair, there,    [cei],  [ðeə] 
3. [uə] = sure, pure,      [suə], [piuə]     
4. [ei]   = say, place, plate  [sei], [ples], [pleit] 
5. [ᴅi]   = driver, buy, time  [drive], [bi], [tᴅim] 
6. [ɔi]  = boy, voice, soil  [boi], [voiz], [suil] 
7. [ᴅu] = loud, house, now  [lud], [hous], [nou] 
8. [əu] =  hope, go, home  [houp], [gou], [həum] 
D. Tripthongs 
1. [eiə]  = layer, player, prayer [liə], [pleiə], [praiə] 
2. [ᴅiə] = violet, lion, tired    [vᴅiət], [liən], [tᴅiə], 
3. [oiə] = loyal, royal, employer [loyal], [royal], [emploiə] 
4. [əuə] = towel, rower, shower [tuəl], [rəuə],  [shəuə],      




Description of Randy Azhary Lubis  
B. Short Vowel 
1. [i] =  will, fill, sit   [wil], [fil],[sit] 
2. [e] =  pen, mental, well  [pen], [metl], [wel] 
3. [ε] = get, red, pet   [gεt], [ret], [pet], 
4. [æ] = pan, can, mat   [pen], [ken], [met]   
5. [ᴅ] = cop, god, love  [kop], [gud], [lov] 
6. [o]  = boy, hot, object  [boy], [hot], [objek]  
7. [u] = full, look, could  [ful], [luk], [kuk] 
8. [ə] =  the, alone, ago  [ðə],[alon], [əgo] 
9. [ᴧ]= cut, us, duck   [kut], [us], [ dok] 
       B. Long Vowels  
 1. [i:] = see, sheep, feel  [se:],[ʃep], [fel] 
 2. [ɒ:] = park, car,    [pɒ:k], [cɒr] 
 3. [ͻ:] = always, more, your  [ͻ:loweis], [mͻ:], [yͻ:] 
 4. [u:] = pool, food, school  [po:l], [fu:d], [sku:l] 
 5. [ə:] = her, girl, bird   [hi:], [gi:], [bə:] 
C. Diphthongs 
1. [iə ] = here, clear, ear   [hiə], [kliə], [i (r)] 
2. [eə] = chair, there,    [ʧeə],  [ðeə] 
3. [uə] = sure, pure,      [suə], [piuə]     
4. [ei]   = say, place, plate  [sei], [pleis], [plat] 
5. [ᴅi]   = driver, buy, time  [drive], [bui], [tᴅim] 
6. [ɔi]  = boy, voice, soil  [bɔi], [voiz],[suil] 
7. [ᴅu] = loud, house, now  [lᴅud], [hᴅus],[nou]  
8. [əu] =  hope, go, home  [houp], [gou], [hum] 
D. Tripthongs 
1. [eiə]  = layer, player, prayer [laiə], [pleiə], [praiə] 
2. [ᴅiə] = violet, lion, tired    [vioət], [lᴅiən], [tiə] 
3. [oiə] = loyal, royal, employer [loyəl], [royəl], [employə] 
4. [əuə] = towel, rower, shower [tuəl], [rəuə],  [shəuə],      




Description of Rani Sapitri 
A. Short Vowel 
1. [i] =  will, fill, sit   [wil], [fil],[sit] 
2. [e] =  pen, mental, well  [pen], [mentl], [wel] 
3. [ε] = get, red, pet   [gεt], [ret], [pet], 
4. [æ] = pan, can, mat   [pen], [ken], [mit]   
5. [ᴅ] = cop, god, love  [kop], [gud], [lov] 
6. [o]  = boy, hot, object  [boy], [hot], [objek]  
7. [u] = full, look, could  [ful], [luk], [kud] 
8. [ə] =  the, alone, ago  [ðə],[alon], [gou] 
9. [ᴧ]= cut, us, duck   [kut], [us], [ duk] 
       B. Long Vowels  
 1. [i:] = see, sheep, feel  [si:], [ʃep], [fel] 
 2. [ɒ:] = park, car,    [pɒk], [cɒ:] 
 3. [ͻ:] = always, more, your  [a:lweis], [mͻ:], [yͻ:] 
 4. [u:] = pool, food, school  [po:l], [fo:d], [siku:l] 
 5. [ə:] = her, girl, bird   [hə:], [gi:], [bə:] 
C. Diphthongs 
1. [iə ] = here, clear, ear   [hər], [klə], [ir] 
2. [eə] = chair, there,    [ceə],  [ðeə] 
3. [uə] = sure, pure,      [sur], [piuə] 
4. [ei]   = say, place, plate  [sai], [pleis], [plet] 
5. [ᴅi]   = driver, buy, time  [drive], [bui], [tim] 
6. [ɔi]  = boy, voice, soil  [boi], [voiz], [soil] 
7. [ᴅu] = loud, house, now  [lud], [hᴅus], [nou] 
8. [əu] =  hope, go, home  [houp], [gou], [hum] 
D. Tripthongs 
1. [eiə]  = layer, player, prayer [laiə], [playə], [prayə] 
2. [ᴅiə] = violet, lion, tired    [vioət], [lion], [tiə] 
3. [oiə] = loyal, royal, employer [loyəl], [royəl], [emploiə] 
4. [əuə] = towel, rower, shower [tuəl], [rouə],  [shuə], 





Description of  Rini Asriani Harahap 
A. short Vowel 
1. [i] =  will, fill, sit   [wil], [fil],[sit] 
2. [e] =  pen, mental, well  [pen], [mentl], [wel] 
3. [ε] = get, red, pet   [gεt], [ret], [pet], 
4. [æ] = pan, can, mat   [pen], [ken], [met]   
5. [ᴅ] = cop, god, love  [kᴅp], [gud], [lov] 
6. [o]  = boy, hot, object  [boy], [hot], [objek]  
7. [u] = full, look, could  [ful], [luk], [kuld] 
8. [ə] =  the, alone, ago  [ðə],[əlon], [əgo] 
9. [ᴧ]= cut, us, duck   [kᴧt], [ᴧs], [dᴧk] 
       B. Long Vowels  
 1. [i:] = see, sheep, feel  [si:],[ʃi:p], [fi:l] 
 2. [ɒ:] = park, car,    [pɒk], [kɒ:] 
 3. [ͻ:] = always, more, your  [ͻ:lweis], [mͻ:], [yͻ:] 
 4. [u:] = pool, food, school  [pu:l], [fu:d], [sku:l] 
 5. [ə:] = her, girl, bird   [hi:], [gə:], [bə:] 
C. Diphthongs 
1. [iə ] = here, clear, ear   [hiə], [kliə], [iə (r)] 
2. [eə] = chair, there,    [ʧeə],  [ðeə] 
3. [uə] = sure, pure,      [suə], [puə]     
4. [ei]   = say, place, plate  [sei], [pleis], [pleit] 
5. [ᴅi]   = driver, buy, time  [drive], [bᴅi], [tᴅim] 
6. [ɔi]  = boy, voice, soil  [boi], [voiz], [soil] 
7. [ᴅu] = loud, house, now  [loud], [hous], [nᴅu] 
8. [əu] =  hope, go, home  [houp], [gou], [həum] 
D. Tripthongs 
1. [eiə]  = layer, player, prayer [laiə], [pleiə], [preiə] 
2. [ᴅiə] = violet, lion, tired    [violət], [lᴅiən], [tᴅiə], 
3. [oiə] = loyal, royal, employer [loiəl], [roiəl], [imploiə] 
4. [əuə] = towel, rower, shower [təuəl], [roər], [shouə] 




Description of Riski Ana Ramadani Lubis 
A. Short Vowel 
1. [i] =  will, fill, sit   [wil], [fil],[sit] 
2. [e] =  pen, mental, well  [pen], [mentl], [wel] 
3. [ε] = get, red, pet   [gεt], [ret], [pet], 
4. [æ] = pan, can, mat   [pen], [ken], [meit]   
5. [ᴅ] = cop, god, love  [kop], [god], [lov] 
6. [o]  = boy, hot, object  [boy], [hot], [objek]  
7. [u] = full, look, could  [ful], [luk], [kud] 
8. [ə] =  the, alone, ago  [ðə],[əlon], [əgo] 
9. [ᴧ]= cut, us, duck   [kᴧt], [ᴧs], [ dᴧk] 
       B. long vowels  
 1. [i:] = see, sheep, feel  [s i:], [ʃi:p], [fe:l] 
 2. [ɒ:] = park, car,    [pɒk], [kɒ:] 
 3. [ͻ:] = always, more, your  [ͻ:lweis], [mͻ:], [yͻ:] 
 4. [u:] = pool, food, school  [pu:l], [fu:d], [sku:l] 
 5. [ə:] = her, girl, bird   [hə:], [gi:], [bə:] 
C. Diphthongs 
1. [iə ] = here, clear, ear   [hiə], [kli], [ir] 
2. [eə] = chair, there,    [cei],  [ðeə] 
3. [uə] = sure, pure,      [suə], [puə]     
4. [ei]   = say, place, plate  [sei], [pleis], [pleit] 
5. [ᴅi]   = driver, buy, time  [drive], [bᴅi], [tᴅim] 
6. [ɔi]  = boy, voice, soil  [boi], [voiz], [soil] 
7. [ᴅu] = loud, house, now  [loud], [hᴅus], [nᴅu] 
8. [əu] =  hope, go, home  [houp], [gəu], [hum] 
D. Tripthongs 
1. [eiə]  = layer, player, prayer [leiə], [pleiə], [praiə] 
2. [ᴅiə] = violet, lion, tired    [vioət], [lion], [tirə] 
3. [oiə] = loyal, royal, employer [loiəl], [roial], [impləiə] 
4. [əuə] = towel, rower, shower [toəl], [roəl],  [shuə],      




Description of Salwa Aurolia 
A. Short Vowel 
1. [i] =  will, fill, sit   [wil], [fil],[sit] 
2. [e] =  pen, mental, well  [pen], [mentl], [wel] 
3. [ε] = get, red, pet   [gεt], [ret], [pet], 
4. [æ] = pan, can, mat   [pen], [ken], [met]   
5. [ᴅ] = cop, god, love  [kop], [god], [lov] 
6. [o]  = boy, hot, object  [boy], [hot], [objek]  
7. [u] = full, look, could  [ful], [luk], [kowd] 
8. [ə] =  the, alone, ago  [ðə],[əlon], [əgo] 
9. [ᴧ]= cut, us, duck   [kut], [us], [ duk] 
       B. Long Vowels  
 1. [i:] = see, sheep, feel  [s i:], [ʃi:p], [fi:l] 
 2. [ɒ:] = park, car,    [pɒ:], [kɒ:] 
 3. [ͻ:] = always, more, your  [ͻ:lweis], [mͻ:], [yͻ:] 
 4. [u:] = pool, food, school  [pu:l], [fu:d], [sku:l] 
 5. [ə:] = her, girl, bird   [hi:], [gi:], [bə:] 
C. Diphthongs 
1. [iə ] = here, clear, ear   [hiə], [kliə], [ier] 
2. [eə] = chair, there,    [ʧeə],  [ðeə] 
3. [uə] = sure, pure,      [suə], [puə]     
4. [ei]   = say, place, plate  [sai], [plis], [plet] 
5. [ᴅi]   = driver, buy, time  [drive], [bui], [tim] 
6. [ɔi]  = boy, voice, soil  [boi], [voiz], [soil] 
7. [ᴅu] = loud, house, now  [lud], [hᴅus], [nᴅu] 
8. [əu] =  hope, go, home  [hup], [gou], [hum] 
D. Tripthongs 
1. [eiə]  = layer, player, prayer [laiə], [pleiə], [praiə] 
2. [ᴅiə] = violet, lion, tired    [vioət], [lion], [tiə] 
3. [oiə] = loyal, royal, employer [loyəl], [roiəl],[emploiə] 
4. [əuə] = towel, rower, shower [tuəl], [ruə],  [shəuə],      




Description of Shilfa Siregar 
A. Short Vowel 
1. [i] =  will, fill, sit   [wil], [fil],[sit] 
2. [e] =  pen, mental, well  [pen], [mentl], [wel] 
3. [ε] = get, red, pet   [gεt], [rεt], [pet], 
4. [æ] = pan, can, mat   [pein], [kan], [meit]   
5. [ᴅ] = cop, god, love  [kop], [gud], [lov] 
6. [o]  = boy, hot, object  [boy], [hot], [objek]  
7. [u] = full, look, could  [ful], [luk], [koud] 
8. [ə] =  the, alone, ago  [ðə],[əlon], [gou] 
9. [ᴧ]= cut, us, duck   [kut], [us], [ duk] 
       B. Long Vowels  
 1. [i:] = see, sheep, feel  [se:], [sep], [fe:] 
 2. [ɒ:] = park, car,    [pɒk],[cɒ:] 
 3. [ͻ:] = always, more, your  [a:lweis], [mͻ:], [yͻ:] 
 4. [u:] = pool, food, school  [pu:l], [fu:d], [sku:l] 
 5. [ə:] = her, girl, bird   [hi:], [gi:], [bi:] 
C. Diphthongs 
1. [iə ] = here, clear, ear   [hir], [klir], [ir] 
2. [eə] = chair, there,    [cei],  [ðer] 
3. [uə] = sure, pure,      [saə], [piuə] 
4. [ei]   = say, place, plate  [sei], [pleis], [pleit] 
5. [ᴅi]   = driver, buy, time  [drive], [bui], [tim] 
6. [ɔi]  = boy, voice, soil  [boi], [vuiz], [suil] 
7. [ᴅu] = loud, house, now  [loud], [hᴅus], [nᴅu] 
8. [əu] =  hope, go, home  [houp], [gou], [hum] 
D. Tripthongs 
1. [eiə]  = layer, player, prayer [laiə], [pleiə], [praiə] 
2. [ᴅiə] = violet, lion, tired    [vioət], [lioən], [tirə] 
3. [oiə] = loyal, royal, employer [loyəl], [roiəl], [emploiə] 
4. [əuə] = towel, rower, shower [towəl], [rəuə],  [shouə],      





Description of Siti Fadilla 
A. Short Vowel 
1. [i] =  will, fill, sit   [wil], [fil],[sit] 
2. [e] =  pen, mental, well  [pen], [mentl], [wel] 
3. [ε] = get, red, pet   [gεt], [ret], [pet], 
4. [æ] = pan, can, mat   [pen], [ken], [met]   
5. [ᴅ] = cop, god, love  [kᴅp], [gud], [lᴅv] 
6. [o]  = boy, hot, object  [boy], [hot], [objek]  
7. [u] = full, look, could  [ful], [luk], [kuld] 
8. [ə] =  the, alone, ago  [ðə],[əlon], [əgo] 
9. [ᴧ]= cut, us, duck   [kᴧt], [ᴧs], [ dᴧk] 
       B. Long Vowels  
 1. [i:] = see, sheep, feel  [si:],[ʃi:p], [fi:l] 
 2. [ɒ:] = park, car,    [pɒ:], [kɒ:] 
 3. [ͻ:] = always, more, your  [ͻ:lweis], [mͻ:], [yͻ:] 
 4. [u:] = pool, food, school  [pu:l], [fu:d], [sku:l] 
 5. [ə:] = her, girl, bird   [hə:], [gə:], [bə:] 
C. Diphthongs 
1. [iə ] = here, clear, ear   [hiə], [kliə], [iər] 
2. [eə] = chair, there,    [ʧeə],  [ðeə] 
3. [uə] = sure, pure,      [suə], [puə]     
4. [ei]   = say, place, plate  [sei], [pleis], [pleit] 
5. [ᴅi]   = driver, buy, time  [drᴅive], [bᴅi], [tᴅim] 
6. [ɔi]  = boy, voice, soil  [bɔi], [vɔiz], [sɔil] 
7. [ᴅu] = loud, house, now  [lud], [hous], [nou] 
8. [əu] =  hope, go, home  [houp],[gəu], [həum] 
 
D. Tripthongs 
1. [eiə]  = layer, player, prayer [laiə], [pleiə], [praiə] 
2. [ᴅiə] = violet, lion, tired    [vioət], [lᴅiən], [tiə] 
3. [oiə] = loyal, royal, employer [loiəl], [roiəl], [emploiə] 
4. [əuə] = towel, rower, shower [touəl], [rouə], [shəuə] 
5. [ᴅuə] =hour, power, cower  [hour], [pᴅuə], [kᴅuə] 
 
 
1. short Vowel 
1. [i] =  will, fill, sit   [wil], [fil],[sit] 
2. [e] =  pen, mental, well  [pen], [mentl], [wel] 
3. [ε] = get, red, pet   [gεt], [ret], [pet], 
4. [æ] = pan, can, mat   [pen], [ken], [met]   
5. [ᴅ] = cop, god, love  [kᴅp], [gᴅd], [lᴅv] 
6. [o]  = boy, hot, object  [boy], [hot], [objek]  
7. [u] = full, look, could  [ful], [luk], [kuld] 
8. [ə] =  the, alone, ago  [ðə],[əlon], [əgo] 
9. [ᴧ]= cut, us, duck   [kᴧt], [ᴧs], [ dᴧk] 
       B. long vowels  
 1. [i:] = see, sheep, feel  [si:],[ʃi:p], [fi:l] 
 2. [ɒ:] = park, car,    [pɒ:], [kɒ:] 
 3. [ͻ:] = always, more, your  [ͻ:lweis], [mͻ:], [yͻ:] 
 4. [u:] = pool, food, school  [pu:l], [fu:d], [sku:l] 
 5. [ə:] = her, girl, bird   [hə:], [gə:], [bə:] 
C. Diphthongs 
9. [iə ] = here, clear, ear   [hiə], [kliə], [iə (r)] 
10. [eə] = chair, there,   [ʧeə],  [ðeə] 
11. [uə] = sure, pure,     [suə], [puə] 
12. [ei]   = say, place, plate  [sei], [pleis], [pleit] 
13. [ᴅi]   = driver, buy, time  [drᴅive], [bᴅi], [tᴅim] 
14. [ɔi] = boy, voice, soil  [boi],[voiz], [soil] 
15. [ᴅu] = loud, house, now  [lᴅud],[hᴅus], [nᴅu] 
16. [əu] =  hope, go, home  [həup], [gəu],[həum] 
D. Tripthongs 
6. [eiə]  = layer, player, prayer [leiə],[pleiə],[preiə] 
7. [ᴅiə] = violet, lion, tired   [vᴅiət], [lᴅiən], [tᴅiə], 
8. [oiə] = loyal, royal, employer [loiəl], [roiəl], [emploiə] 
9. [əuə] = towel, rower, shower [təuəl], [rəuə],  [shəuə], 
10. [ᴅuə] =hour, power, cower [hᴅuə], [pᴅuə], [kᴅuə], 
 
 
 
 
  


 
